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Abstract

Human skeleton data is an effective compression of video data for activity recogni-

tion. There has been only limited research into the application of few-shot techniques,

where clips are compared to samples from a subset of classes, using skeleton activity

data. Additionally, temporal alignment techniques have shown promise for creat-

ing semantically relevant embeddings for video data. In this thesis, we explore the

use of temporal alignment, specifically temporal cycle-consistency learning, for con-

structing sample-similarity based classifiers and few-shot classifiers. These models

aim to inherit the advantages of existing few-shot methods while taking advantage of

the characteristics of skeleton data and the alignment constancy within the activity

classes. Overall, we found that the alignment losses are not effective for strict clas-

sification when compared to more direct techniques. However, we demonstrate that

the few-shot paradigm can leverage intra-class alignment for classification, achieving

a 1-shot 5-way accuracy of 55.84% and a 5-shot 5-way accuracy of 73.83% on the

NTU-RGB+D 120 activity recognition dataset.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Human Activity Recognition (HAR) has proven itself to be a powerful tool for labeling

recordings (i.e., videos) of people [1, 2]. HAR entails predicting the most likely

action or activity being performed by a subject, or subjects, in a video segment

or clip. Today, HAR is widely used to automatically label collected data, without

the supervision on people, in many aspects of life for reasons ranging from patient

monitoring to security [1]. Devices used to collect activity data range from video

recording devices to wearable sensors.

RGB video data is one of the richest formats of activity data, however RGB

videos are quite large relative to other activity recordings. Pose detection, estimating

a subject’s pose from an image (i.e., squatting down), can be used to reduce the search

space of this problem creating skeleton videos. The labeled data can be further used

for many applications. These include, but are not limited to, allowing individuals to

automatically keep track of daily activities [2], extend an entity’s ability to monitor

individuals with limited resources (i.e., medical environments) [1], and monitoring
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populations of individuals for anomalous behaviour in security [1], sports [2], and

medical environments [1].

Moreover, due to the privacy concerns surrounding capturing video of large por-

tions of individual’s lives, the implementation of video-based human activity recogni-

tion has been either limited (i.e., home monitoring ) or ethically dubious because of

external storage [1]. Isolating the raw data and private metadata to edge devices is a

strategy to limit intentional misuse of collected data (since the data is not centrally

aggregated) and protect individuals from cybersecurity breaches at an institutional

level. Due to the small size and semantic richness of the skeleton activity data, it is

an attractive candidate for developing applications usable by edge devices. In concert

with new advancements in few-shot learning, reducing the requirement for massive

datasets for specific target problems, skeleton-based human activity recognition mod-

els could be applied on a wide verity of problems, without the need to develop and

store large datasets.

1.2 Problem

Skeleton-based activity classification is an enticing paradigm for human-recording

comprehension due to the small size and richness of the data. Many powerful models

have been developed in recent years to tackle the problem. However, temporal infor-

mation processing strategies such as flattening [3], global average pooling [4, 5, 6, 7, 8],

or recursive networks [9] used by these activity recognition models have drawbacks.

Each of these strategies exhibit one of two main issues: 1) the strategy does not

generalize to different clip lengths and time scales (for example techniques using a

fully connected layer mapping the features of all frames to a single feature vector [3]),
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or 2) it oversimplifies the temporal relationships (such as applications using a global

average pooling layer [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]). Due to these issues with existing techniques,

alternatives should be explored.

Dwibedi et al. [10] proposed a solution for video alignment which avoids many of

the above problems: Temporal Cycle-Consistency Learning (TCCL). The Cycle-Back

Regression (CBR) loss proposed for TCCL is only concerned with the relative distance

between frames. It compares each frame to each other frame rather than aggregat-

ing the features. TCCL enforces temporal alignment as a strategy for comparison.

TCCL has not been applied to activity classification, but has been shown to per-

form different tasks such as anomaly detection, video alignment, phase classification,

etc. In our research, we could not find any applications of TCCL for classification.

During the write-up of this thesis, a new application of video alignment techniques

for classification was published. Cao et al. [11] demonstrate the efficacy of using a

differentiable dynamic time warping function [12] for few-shot classification.

Much of the experimental activity recognition research does not take advantage of

the desirable properties of skeleton data, and instead use video data. When designing

models for the limited capability of edge devices, which are often as small and inex-

pensive as possible by design, compressed representation of the raw video data, such

as skeleton joint positions, can be used for locally stored samples. Approximating a

pose skeleton of the subject is an intuitive solution to data compression for activity

recognition. While much smaller, the skeleton data looses contextual features such as

clothing and facial expressions from the RGB videos. However, a model trained on

the activity data to identify activities from the subjects’ actions could instead rely

on the contextual features, possibly resulting in poor performance.
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The most widely used datasets available for skeleton-based activity recognition

are Kinetics skeleton [13] and NTU RGB+D 120 [14] datasets, covering 700 and 120

activity classes respectively. The Kinetics skeletons are projections from the video,

points in 2 dimensions, whereas the NTU skeletons are points in 3D space derived

from depth information. The classes cover a broad range of actions, but not enough

in each domain for all possible classification applications. For example, the NTU

RGB+D 120 [14] dataset has only 12 medical actions represented.

A model which could quickly generalize to a new set of actions not found in

the available datasets could expand the possible applications of activity classifica-

tion. Due to the large number useful activity classifications, and the limited training

datasets available, it is not currently practical to train a model on all of the activities

one might want to detect. Few-shot learning models of activity recognition, such as

the matching networks applied to the problem by Careaga et al. [15], are designed to

generalize learned problem details to new classes. Few-shot models learn the portions

of the problem which are important for differentiating between a subset of the classes.

1.3 Objective

We propose to study the application of TCCL on the problem of skeleton-based activ-

ity recognition. We focus on skeleton data because skeleton samples are much smaller

compressions of images, skeleton-based classification models are more efficient with

respect to storage and computation, and skeleton samples potentially alleviate some

of the privacy concerns surrounding the application of activity recognition models.

TCCL has proven an effective tool for video clip alignment and phase classification

[10], so we explore whether the concepts can be adapted for clip classification. TCCL
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covers a set of techniques for finding an embedding which maximizes the alignment

of video clips. We will calculate the Temporal Cycle-Consistancy (TCC) on skeleton

representations of the clips, such as those found in the NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset

[14]. TCCL was chosen because of the desirable properties outlined in the previous

section. The loss used for TCCL, the CBR loss, may be usable for clip classification

by using the loss in a comparison-based classification model.

The second problem we aim to address is that of few-shot learning in the domain

of skeleton-video data. There are large sources of data which provide labeled skeleton

data for hundreds of classes [14, 13], but there are innumerable classes which do

not have data where activity recognition may be valuable. To this end, we aim to

construct a system for using the relationship between existing classes to construct

classifiers for novel classes with far fewer samples.

1.3.1 Hypothesis

Our key hypotheses are:

• TCCL can be leveraged for human activity classification using clips of labeled

human skeleton activity data.

• Learned temporal alignment embeddings can be applied within the metric-based

few-shot framework to improve the performance of HAR using skeleton activity

data.

1.4 Contributions

Our key contributions are:
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• A comprehensive study of related work covering skeleton based HAR including

the application of few-shot learning for HAR.

• An analysis of TCCL, focusing on Cycle-Back Regression, exploring the perfor-

mance of the model for skeleton-based HAR.

• A comparison of 6 different comparative training techniques using TCCL.

• An application of CBR as a similarity metric for a few-shot learning system,

achieving 1-shot 5-way classification accuracy of 57.43% on trained classes and

32.64% on novel classes. In addition we trained a baseline Global Average Pool-

ing (GAP) matching network which outperformed the CBR matching network

achieving 69.29% accuracy on trained classes and 41.71% on novel classes.

Our experiments demonstrate that TCCL can be used for clip classification, how-

ever we also explore the various practical challenges with implementing TCCL classi-

fication. Our comparative classification results using the CBR loss on a large number

of classes achieve an accuracy of only accuracy of 2.1% suggesting that the technique

is not ideal for all applications. Although it does not out-perform an equivalent global

pooling network, we show that a modification the CBR loss can be effectively used as

a similarity metric for few-shot matching networks targeting Skeleton-Based Human

Activity Recognition (SB-HAR).

1.5 Organization of Thesis

The remainder of the thesis has been organized into four chapters. Chapter 2 describes

relevant concepts and explores related work.

Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the behaviour of TCCL on skeleton data through

a rigorous empirical evaluation. The experiments in Chapter 3 are arranged in four
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sections. The first section outlines experiments concerned with exploring the sta-

bility of training and the design of encoders for TCCL paradigms. The second and

third sections cover applications of TCCL for supervised learning and unsupervised

learning respectively. The fourth section explores the efficacy of these comparative

classification techniques on the full NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset.

Chapter 4 outlines the setup used for testing TCCL, specifically CBR, in a few-

shot training paradigm. The methodology is outlined and experiments are provided

demonstrating the effectiveness of this novel technique for regular few-shot learning

as well as the encoders’ ability to generalize to novel classes.

In the final chapter we summarize the work done, describing how the proposed

technique can be used to address the problems with existing strategies for HAR

outlined in the introduction, and outline potential future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

The first section in this chapter covers the necessary background relevant to this

thesis, while the second section describes the recent relevant work on the problems of

Skeleton-Based Human Activity Recognition (SB-HAR) and few-shot learning.

2.1 Background

We provide a background on the important concepts for SB-HAR: encoder design,

temporal information processing, temporal losses, and learning paradigms. First we

outline encoder design principles. The encoder is the portion of the model which

maps the data to the learned representations used for classification. Next we explore

the strategies used for constructing learning models designed for time series data,

including specific temporal losses which are computed across entire clips. Finally, we

explore the learning paradigms used for this project including direct classification,

comparative classification, and few-shot techniques.
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2.1.1 Skeleton Activity Data

Human activity data can be collected from many different sources such as wearables,

cameras, and other sensors. Each source of data comes with its own unique challenges.

Wearables are practical and unintrusive, but the data they collect only contains in-

formation from the region of the body where the device(s) is located. Visual systems

can be very accurate, but can be heavily influenced by features in the surrounding

environment and present privacy concerns surrounding the data.

Data from wearable sensors, RGB cameras, and depth cameras can be transformed

into other expressions containing important semantic information. In this thesis,

we focus on skeleton-video data due to a variety of desirable properties, including

storage requirements and richness. This type of data consists of key point locations

on subjects’ bodies for each video frame in the sequence. This data is typically

generated from video frames or depth sensor frames through a process called human

pose estimation. The datasets available typically have more than one data type. The

datasets often used for SB-HAR research are: NTU RGB+D 120 [14] dataset and

Kinetics skeleton [13].

The data is stored as frames of skeleton points, so the final data shape is num-

ber of frames×number of joints×dimensions. The RGB+D 120 dataset has clips

ranging from 15 to 300 frames (around 71 frames average), each with 25 joints, and

3 dimensions.

The skeleton data is <4.3% the size of the RGB videos, but it preserves much of

the most important information for activity recognition (the skeleton graph structure

is shown in Figure 2.1). The skeleton NTU-RGB+D 60 dataset is 5.8GB compared

to the RGB dataset which totals 136GB, 83GB for the masked depth maps, 886GB
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Figure 2.1: A visual representation of NTU-RGB+D skeleton points (image from Ref.
[14] © 2016 IEEE ).

for the full depth maps, and 221GB for the IR videos. On the other hand, in trans-

forming RGB data to skeleton data, contextual clues are lost. This may sometimes

be a desirable property, as this reduces the model’s bias towards existing contexts

or locations, although some contextual clues can be helpful for activity recognition,

such as objects relevant to the activity (i.e., a toothbrush or a tennis racket).

2.1.2 Skeleton Encoders

Video clips are quite large, but the important spatial features tend to be consistent

between frames. In HAR, detecting a person and identifying their pose is important

for every frame of the clip. HAR models often separate the temporal and spatial

processing to reduce the size of the networks required. The spatial networks can be
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applied to every frame of the clip. SB-HAR models often also separate the spatial

and temporal components of the problem. We refer to spatial networks which are

used to map the frame data to these spatial feature representations as the encoder.

In this section, we explore network structures which are often used for SB-HAR.

Dense Neural Networks

Various deep learning models have been used to varying levels of success as encoders

for skeleton video data. The most straight-forward model used for HAR is the dense

model. Dense models are neural networks made of a collection of dense (or ”fully

connected”) layers, where each node in the output is an independent learned linear

combination of all of the layer inputs. In practice, dense models become far too large

and slow as the input size increases. Due to the smaller size of the skeleton data,

dense models can be used for embedding the frames. However, in practice, other

SB-HAR models outperform dense models.

To better leverage features learned in deeper models, non-linearity must be in-

troduced. This is often done using a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) which sets all

values below zero to zero. ReLU works well since it is extremely fast to compute

and does not suffer from saturation, unlike tanh and sigmoid activations. Softmax

also creates non-linearity and is used in the scaled dot-product attention. All of the

encoder architectures discussed in this section use some form of non-linearity.

Convolutional Neural Networks

In the real world, model training is often limited by the amount of data available. For

images, the most common neural network architecture is the Convolutional Neural
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Network (CNN) [16]. Convolutional layers are generally less computationally de-

manding than a dense layer with the same input size due to assumptions about the

locality of relevant information and the unimportance of location for detecting pat-

terns. The first assumption, that pixels nearby are generally more important, is often

a useful simplification. The model first describes the features of local pixel regions,

then local regions of features, and so on. When combined with the output reduction

previously described, the model learns more complex features for larger areas of the

images at higher layers. The second assumption, the unimportance of location for

detecting patterns, is the assumption that it is beneficial to look for the same patterns

in different parts of an image. For example, in image classification, it does not matter

if a cat’s facial features are on the left or right side of an image. It is still important to

recognize those features. Both of these assumptions together allow CNNs to require

far fewer weights and computations, as the same weighted sum over a small number

of pixels is used across the whole image.

Graph Neural Networks

For skeleton-based activity recognition specifically, the assumption that adjacent val-

ues in the data array would be best grouped together is not sound. The location of

each joint in the array is somewhat arbitrary. Instead, grouping can be done accord-

ing to joints connections. In this situation, Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN)

are used. The application of deep convolutional networks on graph data was first

proposed by Henaff et al. [17]. The consistency assumption can also be partially

applied to graph neural networks since many learnable features, such as flexion angle,

can be relevant for all joints.
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GCNs in activity recognition can be implemented as selectively masked dense net-

works for adjacency and strength of the connections [4]. For each output, the only

values which are not masked are those in the k-neighborhood based on a defined

graph structure. For example, if k=1 and the graph used was the physical relation-

ships of the human skeleton, the elbow joint could ‘see’ the wrist joint and shoulder

joint. GCNs have been a very successful strategy for SB-HAR (achieving the highest

accuracy on NTU-RGB+D 120. See Table 2.2).

Overfitting

We now briefly explain overfitting in network training. Overfitting occurs when a

model finds simple, overly-specific features to classify each sample in the training

set rather than identifying overall general features. Overfitting tends to occur near

the end of training when many of the general features have already been learned.

One strategy to prevent overfitting, early stopping, is to identify when in training it

occurs, and stop the training. Early stopping is achieved by periodically testing the

accuracy of a model on a validation set. When the accuracy of the validation set

starts to drop, training is halted.

Another strategy to force the model to learn more general features and avoid

overfitting is to use a dropout layer. A dropout layer sets some proportion of the

values propagating thorough a neural network model to zero and scales the remaining

values by the same proportion (0.1-0.3 are common values). This forces the model to

learn features using varying features from the previous layer.
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2.1.3 Processing Temporal Information using Neural Networks

The aggregation of temporal data presents two main challenges for neural network

models: computational complexity due to problem size and varying input length.

Dense neural networks can be used for aggregation, however, the number of calcu-

lations scales quadratically with the number of samples in the temporal dimension.

For skeleton activity data (assuming a clip length of 128) a single dense layer which

processed all frames simultaneously would require 1282 times more weights than the

dense model for a single frame (over 92 million weights vs. 5700 for a skeleton clip

with 25 3D joint coordinates, 128 frames long). The other issue is clip length consis-

tency. A dense network, GCN, or CNN which flattens the output features to use a

dense network for aggregation, requires padding or cutting clips to a consistent length

so that the final model dimensions are consistent. If clip lengths are too variable, clips

may need to be cut down to fit the model, or the model might learn features which

only apply to the longer clips. We explain how feature pooling, recurrent networks,

attention networks, and alignment strategies are all able to address the issue of vari-

able clip length. Additionally, we explain how these techniques allow for the use of

local information processing models, which have a constant number of weights with

respect to clip length.

Global Pooling

The most simple strategy is to simply average, or find the maximum of the features

across all frames. Global Average Pooling (GAP) and Global Max Pooling (GMP)

strategies are both simple strategies commonly used for ensuring consistency of the

final data size. However, both have the significant drawback of being unable to utilize
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changes in features across the clips. Networks using this technique are not able to

effectively differentiate between activities that have similar actions in different orders.

Recurrent Neural Networks

A common technique which can be used to compare features at different frame posi-

tions is the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). RNNs learn how to pass information

to future frames. One major issue with RNNs is the limited bandwidth of the RNN

channel. Only so much information can be passed forwards at each stage meaning

that the model needs to learn which information is useful to pass forward. This can

be a problem if the RNN channel is not wide enough, however it presents an even

larger problem during training. The RNN can get caught on local minima because if

the correct information is not passed forwards initially, there is no way for the model

to prefer it in the future. The most common recurrent network structure is the Long

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [18]. LSTM attempts to avoid losing information far in

the past using explicit gates for forgetting from the channel, adding to the channel,

and reading from the channel. This model of recurrent memory is better at learning

long distance relationships that previous RNN implementations [18]. RNN models

can be bidirectional, allowing information from either side of a frame to affect its

embedding [19].

Attention Neural Networks

Finally, in recent years, access to more computational resources, as well as new tech-

niques, have made it possible to compare all sections of a sample rather than learning
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the important information to pass forwards. Attention networks [20] use scaled dot-

product attention to integrate information from all of the segmentations (blocks) of a

sample. The attention layers are interleaved with spatial processing layers to create

an attention network. In SB-HAR the individual frames can be treated as blocks.

The attention layer learns to create ‘keys’ and ‘queries’. The query of a block is

compared to the keys from all of the blocks. The resulting key-query similarity matrix

is used to replace each block with a weighted sum of all the blocks. Attention models

can be incredibly small since the same weights are used for each block. However,

the query-key similarity matrix scales quadratically with the number of blocks, so

attention models must be carefully implemented such that the matrix is small enough

to fit in the system’s memory.

Scaled dot-product attention was designed to minimize the longest information

path length in a temporal network [20]. Unlike recurrent models, the longest path

length is constant with respect to the block size and the length of a clip. This

has two key desirable effects: the model can learn relationships between any nearby

frames as easily as any more separated frame pair, and the computations can be

processed in parallel rather than in sequence which greatly reduces the minimum

model latency. Scaled dot-product attention could likely be effectively applied to

skeleton-based activity since each frame can be treated as a block, and attention can

be computed across the entire clip.

2.1.4 Temporal Alignment Methods

Comparing two collections of time series data for semantic or structural patterns is

quite difficult. Features of the data, such as the sampling rate and the sampling
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window, can greatly affect the observation. For example, if there are two clips of a

person sitting down where one is at a higher frame-rate and the other at a lower frame

rate, the first may look like a violent impact on the ground where the slower clip may

show a careful descent into a seated position. This feature of temporally sampled

data can make local features, such as an arm raising over a couple seconds, very hard

to reliably detect. Another problem is correctly aligning clips for comparison. If we

are looking at the spatial distance between the hands to determine what activity is

being performed, two samples of people doing arm circles out of phase would look as

different as any two activities could.

Alignment techniques can be used to determine how similar two clips are to one

another [11] and avoid the aforementioned problems by ignoring the temporal varia-

tions to some degree. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (explained in detail by Berndt

et al. [21]) aims to find an optimal mapping from the frames of one clip to another.

One limitation of this mapping is that the first and last index of the first clip must

map to the first and last index on the second. Another property is that the index

mappings must be ordered (this may or may not be desirable for a specific problem).

For example, if the second and third frames in the first clip map to the first and

second frames respectively in the second clip, the third frame could only map to any

frame index greater than or equal to frame 2, but not the first. The basic algorithm

for computing the optimal mapping finds the ordered alignment with the minimum

total distance between the aligned frames of each clip.

Since DTW requires discrete frame choices, modifications must be made so that

the technique can be used in trainable neural network models. One proposed modifi-

cation of this technique, soft-DTW [12], replaces frame choices with frame preferences.
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Whereas DTW will select the best frame options, soft-DTW uses an operation similar

to Softmax to prioritize the choice of mapping addresses by creating weighted best

mapping indexes. Using this innovation, neural network models could be trained to

transform signals into embeddings which can be aligned.

Soft-DTW is somewhat limited by the underlying properties of DTW. DTW is able

to deal with temporal shifting and stretching by ignoring all temporal relationships

aside from ordering. While temporal distances (the amount of warping) is not an

important metric for alignment, it is for other problems. To explicitly control the

trade-off between looking only at the signal shapes and looking at the amount of

temporal warping required, a new loss called the Distortion Loss including Shape and

Time (DILATE) was proposed [22]. This loss balances a shape term (very similar to

soft-DTW) and a temporal term. The temporal term is the distance of the DTW

mapping matrix computed for soft-DTW and the diagonal. For two clips of the same

length, the temporal loss would be minimized when each frame corresponds to the

frame in the other clip with the same address.

All of the DTW based techniques assume that the same shapes will occur in the

same order in the clip. While order can be important for recognizing activities, if

the ordering of the sequence of events are changed at all the technique becomes less

useful. In activity recognition, many activities such as cleaning or tending plants may

have the same result when completing in any order. Since many activities have this

characteristic, other temporal losses may be better candidates for creating learning

systems.

Another paradigm which compares clips, and can be used for creating time series

data embeddings is Temporal Cycle-Consistency Learning (TCCL) [10]. TCCL avoids
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the ordering issue present with DTW by looking for per frame relationships (using a

mechanism similar to the attention network), rather than a consistent global mapping.

We explore TCCL in depth in Chapter 3.

2.1.5 Learning Paradigms

Since there are such a wide variety of possible applications for activity recognition, it

is often beneficial to learn robust classifiers from as few samples as possible. Direct

classification (predicting all class probabilities) is still the best strategy when amassing

large amounts of data on any new class is not an issue. At its most basic, classification

is creating a mapping from a sample to probability measures indicating to which class

the input data is most likely part of. Softmax is often used to enforce the structure

of the outputs as probabilities. Categorical Cross-Entropy (CE) loss is the negative

log of the probability of the true category (also known as the negative log likelihood:

eq. 4.2). Models can be pre-trained on large quantities of data, and the weights

can be fine-tuned to novel classes by training on a smaller set of the novel samples,

but usually requires a large number of examples of each class compared to few-shot

learning strategies discussed below.

CE = −
C∑
i

tilog(si) (2.1)

Another strategy for guessing the class of a novel sample is to compare it to known

samples of the class, rather than learning to identify members of the specific class.

Two strategies used for finding the similarity between two clips are comparing feature

vectors or using a neural network which uses both clips to predict the similarity from

the clips themselves (known as end to end comparison). The main issue with the
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feature vector technique is that there is a chance that the feature vectors are not

able to encapsulate all of the information required for good comparisons. The use of

end to end techniques can result in higher accuracies, however unlike feature vectors,

similarity metrics must be completely re-computed for every sample pair.

Alignment losses, such as DTW and TCCL, don’t require samples to be re-encoded

for every comparison, however these losses are typically more computationally com-

plex than a direct feature vector comparison. In practice, these losses do not always

work as well as intended as there are often learnable workarounds, or valid but bad

solutions (in our experiments with TCCL we struggle with the model only learning

how to index the frames), which result in embeddings hardly richer than the feature

vectors. If implemented well, however, they can outperform simple losses on certain

problems, such as few-shot HAR (see Table 2.3).

Few-shot learning (FSL) uses the idea of comparative classification as a basis for a

limited direct categorical classification model. K-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN), a model

which compares a novel clip to example clips from the available classes and chooses the

most common, can be used for few-shot classification. However, to allow the models

to learn how to embed directly from the comparison, other techniques are used such

as matching networks [15] or prototypical networks [23]. Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL)

is a special case of few-shot learning. The idea behind ZSL is to use interpretable

features such that with a known set of characteristics, the model should generalize

to classifying novel class samples without any experience. Few-shot techniques are

covered in more detail in the related work section.

Related to FSL, domain adaptation is a type of transfer learning which allows a

model trained on a certain domain, such as a well curated dataset, to be adapted
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for applications in different environments, or with different sensors [24]. Domain

adaptation techniques explore the translation from one collection of labelled samples

to a correlated collection of unlabelled samples [24]. Domain adaptation is used when

the training and target classes are the same, but the samples, for whatever reason,

look different. In the field of activity recognition, domain adaptation has been used

to adapt smartwatch activity recognition models to smartphone activity recognition

models among other applications [25].

2.2 Related Work

The related work for HAR is segmented under into three categories: human skeleton

data used for similar experiments, skeleton-based activity recognition, and few-shot

learning. We explore the data being used for skeleton-based HAR research, some of

the most successful networks which have been applied to the problem of skeleton-

based HAR, and explore a selection of few-shot and zero-shot learning techniques

which either influenced the few-shot model used in this thesis, or provide context for

the techniques that have been applied to activity recognition.

2.2.1 Human Activity Recognition Data

NTU RGB+D 120 [14] is a dataset containing more than 114 thousand video samples

of 106 subjects performing activities in 120 different action classes. This data-set con-

tains 3D skeletons, depth maps, rgb video, and infa-red data for each video segment.

12 of the 120 action classes are medical symptoms, and the rest are regular daily

activities. The clips vary in length, ranging from 45 frames to over 300 frames, so any

approach used needs to account for this. The associated paper provides an outline of
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other existing data-sets for human action recognition, demonstrating a clear lack of

large pre-existing skeleton activity recognition data-sets for research in this field.

Another dataset of note is the Kinetics [13] dataset. The Kinetics dataset is the

standard for benchmarking video-based action recognition models. It contains at

least 400 video clips for each of 400 labelled actions. Each clip is around 10 seconds

and were all pulled from different YouTube videos. Classes include headbanging,

stretching leg, shaking hands, and tickling. The paper outlines initial results with

some simple models, and outlines their methodology for creating and labelling the

data [13]. There are two newer versions of the dataset, Kinetics 600 and Kinetics 700,

which include new classes, bringing the total number of classes to 600 and 700s. A

variation of this dataset, Kinetics-Skeleton, has started seeing some use in SB-HAR.

The Kinetics-Skeleton dataset, a 2D skeleton dataset built from Kinetics [13], was

released alongside the Spatial Temporal Graph Convolutional Network [5].

2.2.2 Skeleton-Based Human Action Recognition

Skeleton-based activity recognition has become increasingly popular in recent years

as the data is both much smaller, allowing for more samples to be stored and trained

on, and partially anonymised. Techniques have evolved from simple spatio-temporal

convolutional networks [3] to more intricate techniques based on graph convolutional

networks [6, 4, 5, 9, 7, 26] which add additional structure to the problem. The differ-

ences between these approaches offer insight into the important aspects of skeleton

activity data; for example the importance of long term spatio-temporal relationships

[8], or the importance of restricting the problem space [7]. In this section, tech-

niques used in models fundamental to the development of SB-HAR as a field and
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state-of-the-art models are described.

Our model does not use the graph-based networks to create embeddings since

our work focuses on the properties of temporal alignment techniques such as the

CBR loss (eq. 3.6). The related GCN work was included in this review to offer a

complete picture of the field, and the networks’ architectures stand as a clear option

for improving the performance of the temporal alignment models moving forwards.

One of the first highly successful implementations of convolutional neural networks

to solve SB-HAR was the Spatio-Temporal Convolutional Neural Network

(ST-CNN) [3]. The proposed model solved joint association with a dense layer that

learns the orderings of the joint coordinates. This allows for the most pose information

to be extracted. The model uses both with the absolute joint locations as well as the

change in position of each joint in space across two frames. The proposed model

utilized spatio-temporal (3D) convolutions where the kernels, the filters convolved

over the sample, span the adjacent learned joints as well as those joints in nearby

frames. The kernel used for the network presented was 3x3x3, meaning that for each

joint, the network looks only at the adjacent joints in the current, next, and previous

frames. The overall structure of the approach is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Spatio-temporal convolutional neural network (ST-CNN) (image from
Ref. [3] © 2015 IEEE ).
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The ST-CNN model was one of the first successful deep learning models applied

to this problem [3], but fundamentally the learned linear combination of joints was

not the best method for structuring a classifier as it has later been out-performed by

a wide variety of graph convolutional networks [4, 5, 9, 6, 7, 26].

The first of the graph models, the Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional

Network (ST-GCN) [5], handled joint associations in the spatial dimension by

matching physical association between joints, those connected by bones, and in the

temporal dimension by associating a joint with the corresponding joints in the pre-

vious and consecutive time frame. A 3-dimensional convolution kernel is used which

incorporates the joint in question, spatially attached joints, and temporally connected

joints in frames on either side.

More recently, a few new models [4, 9, 7] have been proposed which all achieve

similar results and were all at one point state-of-the-art. The first of these models,

called a Two-Stream Adaptive Graph Convolutional Network (2s-AGCN)

[4], is a graph convolutional model for human activity recognition which incorporates

a preprocessing step to determine a description of the segments between joints. The

bone descriptions are the direction and length of each segment. The segments are

then fed into a separate graph convolutional network and the prediction results are

determined by adding the class probabilities of the two trained models (see Figure

2.3). This model outperformed all other models at the time of publication and the

multi-stream techniques have been widely used in other papers in the field seeking

state-of-the-art performance.

Another successful technique, Attention Enhanced Graph Convolutional
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Figure 2.3: Two-stream adaptive graph convolutional network (2s-AGCN) (image
from Ref. [4] © 2019 IEEE ).

Long Short-Term Memory (AGN-LSTM) [9], uses a LSTM and attention mech-

anisms to augment the underlying GCN. The base of the model is a 2D graph convo-

lution network which encodes each frame of the clip. The extracted features are then

augmented with the change of each joint in space as an extra feature. The resulting

augmented feature graphs are then fed into a LSTM. Finally, 3 temporal pooling

layers and attention layers are used to augment and aggregate the final features. The

structure of this model is shown in Figure 2.4. The authors claim that this architec-

ture is able to select discriminative spatio-temporal information. This model uses the

two-stream setup which trains on both the joint locations and bone descriptions [4].

Figure 2.4: Memory unit of the attention enhanced graph convolutional long short-
term memory (AGN-LSTM) (image from Ref. [9] © 2019 IEEE ).

Directed Graph Neural Network (DGNN) [7], is a model for skeleton-based
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HAR which adaptively constructs the graph by optimizing the graph structure during

the learning process. The proposed DGNN architecture is similar to existing GCN

solutions, except that it incorporates the joint and bone description information to-

gether, updating the values using the information of connected bones to update joints

and vice versa. The skeleton graphs, consisting of the skeleton joint locations and

relationships from a single frame, are fed into a DGNN which first updates node val-

ues on the graph and then updates the graph edges (the connections between joins).

Graph nodes are updated using incoming and outgoing connections in the directional

acyclic graph (shown in Figure 2.5). The reason for these changes is to remove the hu-

man design element with regard to manually structuring the graphs. The automated

relationship defining system used in this work performs better that hand developed

graphs for skeleton-based activity recognition in the experiments conducted by Shi et

al. [7].

Figure 2.5: Directed graph neural network (DGNN) update overview (image from
Ref. [7] © 2019 IEEE ).

Liu et al. [8] propose that two large issues are affecting existing graph convolu-

tional models. Firstly, they outline an issue which arises when using graph convo-

lutional kernels which reference joints past those adjacent (k>1 ). Since the graph

representations used in these problems are not uniform (certain nodes can be more
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central), they stipulate that nodes which are closer to more nodes will necessarily

have more impact on the final pooled results [8]. The other problem the authors aim

to address is the separation of spatial and temporal components, citing that certain

classifications may require the model to relate spatial details very distant temporally

[8]. Existing models separate the temporal and spatial components as it reduces

the complexity of the model, however this does not necessarily allow the model to

compare individual joints across the entire clip.

Figure 2.6: Overview of information flow and disentanglement used for the MS-G3D
model (image from Ref. [8] © 2020 IEEE ).

To fix these issues, the authors propose two improvements to existing GCN models

shown in Figure 2.6. Together, the authors refer to the technique as Multi-Scale

G3D (MS-G3D). The first is a spatio-temporal graph convolutional operator (G3D)

which uses dense connections on the temporal axis. The operator has a dilution

factor which adjusts the resolution on the temporal axis (how many frames it ignores

between the sampled frames composing the temporal component) allowing for a trade-

off between long term and fine-grained temporal information while keeping the kernel

size manageable. The second aspect of this model is the use of multi-scale (MS)

graph convolutions, increasing the spatial width of the kernel. To address the central

node biased problem described above, the authors propose a disentangled aggregation
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scheme which ignores nodes that are less than k (the kernel size) distance from the

node. Aggregating this way prevents the final result from being heavily biased towards

the information at the nearest nodes.

Table 2.2 is a comparison of the relative performance of the SB-HAR techniques

mentioned above, showing that MS-G3D consistently outperforms the other tech-

niques. None of the skeleton-based activity recognition models mentioned above are

benchmarked on a few-shot paradigms. In the following section, we explore few-shot

techniques which have been applied to SB-HAR or are relevant to our work.

Table 2.1: Comparison of skeleton activity recognition models

Model Name Year of
Publication

Accuracy
NTU
RGB+D
60 Skeleton
Cross-
Subject

Accuracy
NTU
RGB+D
60 Skeleton
Cross-View

Accuracy
Kinetics-
skeleton
(top-1)1

Accuracy
Kinetics-
skeleton
(top-5)1

ST-CNN[3] 2016 73.4 85.2 - -
ST-GCN[5] 2018 83.2 89.3 - -
AGC-LSTM[9] 2019 81.5 88.3 30.7 52.8
2s-AGCN[4] 2019 89.2 95.0 - -
DGNN [7] 2019 88.5 95.1 36.1 59.7
MS-G3D[8] 2020 89.4 95.7 37.1 60.1

2.2.3 Few-Shot Learning

Few-shot classification, in contrast to traditional classification, is used for classifying

new classes of data using only a small number of labelled samples. Two strategies

used for this are: to fine-tune a classification network which was trained on similar

classes; or to construct a network which learns to compare a small number of known

class samples to a novel sample and determine which of the labelled samples the new

1Some of the models compared were not validated on the Kinetics-Skeleton Dataset
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sample is most similar too. Fine-tuning a model can still require large amounts of

data, whereas comparative few-shot classifiers can be functional with as few as one

labelled sample of the novel classes (or no labelled samples, just an expected set of

features in the special case of zero-shot learning) [15]. We explore the comparative

approaches to few-shot learning [15, 27, 11, 23, 28], focusing on implementations

specific to activity recognition or networks on which the HAR networks were based,

as well as zero-shot learning techniques [29, 30, 31, 32].

In their review of few-shot learning for activity recognition, Careaga et al. [15]

explain that the goal of a few-shot deep learning system is to learn how to learn.

This meta-learning can be structured in a wide variety of ways. Matching networks

are a simple strategy often used for few-shot learning [15]. The matching network

uses a neural network encoder to embed samples from each target class such that the

distance from these samples is a solid basis for a classifier (this is similar to k-NN

classification). During training, matching networks find the average distance from the

sample to be classified to the samples of each class chosen as examples. The network

aims to maximize the softmax of these scores, which changes the sample’s encoding to

be closer to the examples of the correct class and further from those of other classes.

The matching network compares a new sample to training samples from each class.

First, the new sample is compared to each sample of the training set using a distance

metric (the distance metric can be as simple as the Euclidean distance between the

embedding vectors of the samples). Next, a similarity to each class is computed by

averaging the distance between the new samples to the training samples in each class.

Softmax is then used to convert these average distances to the probability that the

novel sample belongs to each of these classes. Using these classification probabilities,
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the problem can be treated as a direct classification. Losses such as the categorical

cross-entropy loss (Eq. 3.2) can be applied directly to improve probabilities. Matching

networks are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Few-shot learning techniques are evaluated by selecting a set of example clips,

usually a subset of the testing set, from each of a chosen number of classes. These

clips are then used as the class examples to compare novel clips. A number of clips

from the testing set which fall into the selected categories are classified using the

constructed classifier. The example clip selection, and novel sample classification are

repeated a large number of times to approximate the few-shot accuracy of the model.

The number of classes to differentiate between is commonly referred to as the number

of ways. The number of clips from each class used for the construction of the classifier

is commonly referred to as the shots. For example, if testing a paradigm using 5 clips

from each of 5 classes to construct a classifier, the accuracy would be reported as the

5-shot 5-way accuracy. The most common tests in activity recognition are the 5-shot

5-way accuracy and the 1-shot 5-way accuracy.

Matching networks are an effective strategy for few-shot activity recognition,

achieving 79.1% 5-shot 5-way accuracy [15] with global average pooling on Kinet-

ics 600 [13]. However, another strategy tested by Careaga et al. [15], the prototypical

network, outperformed the matching network under specific conditions. The proto-

typical network, originally proposed by Snell et al. [23], is an alternative to matching

methods for few-shot learning. The difference between these two networks is an extra

aggregation step. The prototypical network computes the average (mean) of each of

the example clips’ embeddings and uses the single average embedding for novel clip

comparisons. The advantages of this technique are that it greatly reduces the number
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of distances that need to be calculated, and the authors show that it performs better

than matching networks in certain situations. A drawback of this technique is that it

can only work for embedding domains where finding the mean of each feature makes

sense (i.e., for alignment loss, such as CBR [10], there is no concept of a feature

mean).

The last model compared in the review by Careaga et al. [15], was a novel, learned

distance metric. The learned distance metric is a small convolutional network which

learns to place similar classes together. The learned metric performs worse than the

other two techniques mentioned above. However, as with most general approaches,

the poor performance can possibly be attributed to the limited amount of training

data.

Table 2.2: Comparison of few-shot metric and temporal aggregation techniques (Ki-
netics 600 [13]) [15].

Method Averaging LSTM ConvLSTM 3dConv

Prototypical 83.5 ± 0.46 84.2 ± 0.44 77.9 ± 0.53 78.8 ± 0.51
Matching 79.1 ± 0.55 81.1 ± 0.50 75.7 ± 0.56 75.7 ± 0.56
Learned 77.9 ± 0.51 - 78.1 ± 0.51 74.1 ± 0.55

The three networks were based on ResNet-18 and AlexNet, to process the RGB

images and optical flow streams respectively. The authors explore the efficacy of

multiple aggregation techniques used with each of the above few-shot paradigms:

pooling, LSTM, ConvLSTM, and 3D convolutions (see Table 2.2). Of these methods,

LSTM achieves the highest accuracy across all few-shot methods. The learned metric

[15] performs worse in all of the tests conducted, while the prototypical network [23]

tended to perform the best. The matching network [15], the last network tested,

performed better than the learned network, but worse than the prototypical network.
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None of the techniques described above actually learn to compare the samples

directly, instead they learn to embed samples in such a way that clips from the same

class are more similar. Sung et al. [28] propose a novel network, the relational

network, which takes both the image to be classified as well as the examples set, and

uses both to construct the embeddings. This is done so the encoder can learn how to

embed images with respect to the sample being classified. Once the embeddings have

been created, the feature embeddings are concatenated and fed into a classifier which

chooses which of the example samples are most similar (an overview of the network is

shown in Figure 2.7). This model was tested on image data; a convolutional network

is used for both the encoder and classifier. This model achieves some state-of-the-art

results on a couple of common few shot image datasets, miniImageNet [33], a subset

of ImageNet [34] designed for bench-marking few-shot techniques, and Omniglot [35].

On miniImageNet, the model achieves state-of-the-art results on the 1-shot 5-way, and

the 5-shot 5-way accuracy is only beaten by the prototypical network. This model was

not tested on activity clips or skeleton data, but the variation of this model discussed

below has been.

Figure 2.7: Relational network overview (image from Ref. [28] © 2018 IEEE ).
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Zhang et al. [27] propose a modification of the relational network; a model which

embeds frames using a 3D convolution model to better handle video data. In addi-

tion, the embeddings are masked using an attention layer before being fed into the

relational network. Various data augmentation techniques, which modify the data

during training to imitate a larger training set, are used to increase the robustness

of the final model. The feature encoder consists of 4 3D convolution layers, but fur-

ther details on this network are not provided. The spatial and temporal attention

networks consist of 3 3D convolutional blocks each. In this case, the authors use a

few data augmentation techniques: a temporal jigsaw (shuffling the frames), spatial

jigsaw (shuffling blocks of each frame), and rotation. These techniques describe split-

ting a video in half and shuffling the two halves together, splitting each image in 4

and shuffling the permutations, and rotating all of the frames by a random increment

of 90°. All of these techniques together do not out-perform the simple prototypical

network (see table 2.3).

Related to this thesis, Cao et al. [11] explore the use of alignment for few-shot

activity classification. The authors outline a strategy for performing few shot learning

using a distance metric which is a variation of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW).

The base network is a CNN which feeds into the distance measure with Temporal

Alignment Module (TAM) which aims to find the best alignment between a pair of

clips. To do this, the TAM layer finds the alignment ratio between the two clips

shown in Eq. 2.2.

Dl,m = 1− fϕ(Si)l, · fϕ(Sj)m,
||fϕ(Si)l,|| ||fϕ(Sj)m,||

(2.2)

where Si, Sj are the two videos to be aligned, fϕ(Si), fϕ(Sj) ∈ RT×D are each
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frame’s embedded features, and D ∈ RT×T is the final distance matrix.

min(x1, x2, ..., xn) ≈ −λ log
n∑
i=1

e−xi/λ if λ→ 0 (2.3)

The alignment ratio is maximized to find the best alignment matrix W ∗ between

the clips. DTW, which the TAM is based on, is not differentiable, and therefore,

cannot be used in end to end training. To address this, a smoothing parameter

is added which defines how much of the frame index should be penalized for poor

alignment (see Eq. 2.3). As the smoothing parameter approaches 0, the closest

frame becomes by far the most influential, converging on the behaviour of the non-

differentaible minimum operator. This technique outperforms other few-shot metric

techniques (see Table 2.3) on few-shot activity recognition, which demonstrates that

alignment losses can be effectively applied to this problem and that the smoothing

of otherwise non-differentiable functions creates distance metrics usable for activity

recognition.

Table 2.3 shows a comparison of all few-shot activity recognition techniques men-

tioned. The temporal alignment network performs better than the feature comparison

techniques despite being closest architecturally to the matching network. The rela-

tional network does not outperform the simple prototypical network.

There are a few other few-shot learning paradigms which have shown promise but

do not explicitly compare individual novel samples to a example set. Early strategies

used pre-defined class attributes to compare clips. By defining a new set of attributes

for a novel class, the new clips could be classified without any training. This is known

as Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL). Most of the ZSL research explores image classification,

however there is no reason the techniques could not be applied to different domains.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of few-shot classification models tested on RGB video activity
recognition data.

Model Name Kinetics 1-
shot 5-way
accuracy

Kinetics 5-
shot 5-way
accuracy

Matching Network (LSTM Encoder)[15] - 81.1
Attention Relational Network [27] 63.7 82.4
Prototypical Network (LSTM Encoder)[15] - 84.2
Temporal Alignment Network [11] 73.0 85.8

The techniques are included in the review since ZSL is a significant part of few-shot

learning research.

Liu et al. [32] conducted one of the earliest attempts to use this principle for ZSL.

The authors aimed to create a few-shot action recognition system by learning defined

action attributes. These attributes include classifications such as “indoor related”,

“Having stick-like tool”, and “torso up-down motion”. For each class, the authors

define these characteristics so that these fine-grained labels can be produced for each of

the actions. Hypothetically, this formulation allows for more human comprehensible

descriptions of why a novel clip is classified as it is. This strategy can be effective for

zero-shot learning, as you simply define the characteristics of the target action. This

method performed significantly worse than the state of the art at the time (2011), but

the proposed strategy can be used with more modern/effective encoder architectures

when explainability cannot be sacrificed.

Modifications to the ZSL approach tended to use the same structure where the

image features were extracted using a neural network, or another simple model, and

the features are compared [31, 29, 30]. Jayaraman et al. [31] used a random forest

approach, alongside the integration of attribute reliability statistics, to construct

a zero-shot learning technique. First, the model is trained to identify all of the
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Figure 2.8: Defined activity attributes for ZSL (image from Ref. [32] © 2011 IEEE ).

predefined attributes in the training data. From this, a random forest is trained to

discriminate between each of the novel classes’ attribute signatures. Decision trees

are not robust to inconsistent labels, so a probability score is assigned to each of the

attributes (the reliability of each attribute defined in the signature to be correctly

identified in a given sample).

These techniques were limited by the assumption that the new space will generalize

perfectly to novel classes. Kodirov et al. [30] propose that there is an inherent

issue with zero-shot learning where the semantic space being targeted is inherently

biased towards the training classes. ZSL techniques exploit similarities in the semantic

encoding layer to generalize to new classes. To create a less bias selection of labels, the

authors propose using larger selection of word labels from more general sources such

as Wikipedia. Since their technique can use large collections of descriptive words, it

is highly scalable (since it is unlikely that any two subjects would have a common

unstructured text description).
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To further reduce the inherent bias towards training classes, an adaptation regular-

ization constraint is introduced. The problem is defined as projecting the descriptive

features into a semantic dictionary. From this, a prototypical sparse encoding is cre-

ated for each of the training classes. The regularization adds the distance between the

semantic dictionary and the target dictionary to the loss (minimization step). The

distance from the class prototype dictionaries (including those of the eventual target

classes) from the constructed target dictionary is added to this constraint. As the un-

seen classes may be undefined, a probability that the class has been selected from the

unseen classes is used in place of a distance (the distances used are the probabilities

of each class). This is described as the visual-semantic similarity constraint.

Another strategy for avoiding a bias towards training classes proposed by Mishra

et al. [29] is to limit the information loss between the visual feature space and the

semantic space. The authors outline a paradigm for accomplishing few shot learning

which uses a bidirectional embedding between the semantic and visual spaces. Their

model embeds the action in the semantic space using a linear or non-linear regression

model over the word2vec embedding of the class name. These semantic embeddings

are then embedded into the visual feature space using the same method. The loss also

computed on the inverse transformation from the visual space back to the semantic

space to discourage information loss.

The model is tested on the problem of generalized zero-shot learning. Tradition-

ally, according to the authors, zero-shot learning is performed with disjointed class

sets meaning that training and testing contain none of the same classes. The problem

of generalized ZSL differs by using some already seen classes in the testing protocol

along with novel classes. This poses a problem since most models trained for ZSL
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will favour previously seen classes.

There are other techniques which can be used for models to learn how to learn,

such as the meta-learner LSTM proposed by [36], however these networks are more

difficult to train, requiring careful tuning and network design [36]. The meta-learner

LSTM protocol is to create an update rule for the model based on the data. To

accomplish this, the model is first used to make a prediction from an input. The

meta-learner maps the previous model as well as the prediction loss and gradients

from classification to the new model. This step is repeated for a whole data batch.

When this is completed, the classification accuracy for all input output pairs are

computed. According to the authors [36], to make this protocol computationally

feasible the gradients must be clipped for the losses and gradients passed to the

meta-learner.

Table 2.4 shows a comparison of the few-shot techniques, compared on text and

image data. The relational network performs the best on both 1-shot 5-way tests

as well as the Omniglot 5-shot 5-way test. The relational network seems to perform

better on the image data than the HAR data shown in Table 2.3. The prototypical

network performs best on the 5-shot 5-way miniImageNet test.

Table 2.4: Comparison of few-shot classification models tested on image and text
data.

Model Name miniImageNet
1-shot 5-
way accu-
racy

miniImageNet
5-shot 5-
way accu-
racy

Omniglot
1-shot
5-way accu-
racy

Omniglot
5-shot
5-way accu-
racy

Matching Network [23] 43.40 ± 0.78 51.09 ± 0.71 98.1 98.9
Prototypical Network [23] 49.42 ± 0.78 68.20 ± 0.66 98.8 99.7
Relational Network [28] 50.44 ± 0.82 65.32 ± 0.70 99.6 99.8
Optimization Network [36] 43.44 ± 0.77 60.60 ± 0.71 - -
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2.2.4 Summary

The question we are looking to explore is whether alignment techniques, specifically

TCCL, can be used as the basis for classifiers for skeleton activity data. The first

section of the related work covered various network designs which have been success-

fully used for traditional classification. These techniques are relevant since it is likely

that a network with the capability of creating robust predictions could also create

semantically dense embeddings for TCCL.

The following sections describe a selection of few-shot paradigms from which

matching networks were selected for our few-shot experiments. We use the matching

networks which, while not the best performing, are competitive and can be adapted

to TCCL. It is important to have a broad understanding of the other techniques be-

ing used for few-shot learning so that the limitations of using alignment losses can be

clearly outlined. Prototypical networks and the zero-shot learning techniques cannot

be used for TCCL directly due to the rigid requirement on the embeddings for both

techniques. However, Cao et al. [11] show that the alignment training techniques, in

their case a modification of DTW, can be used to improve the matching protocol to

outperform the prototypical and relational networks.

Next, in Chapter 3, we present an analysis of the use TCCL for SB-HAR. Specifi-

cally, we explore a comparative classification approach for training, and k-NN classifi-

cation for testing, to explore the adaptability of TCCL to a classification paradigm. In

Chapter 4, we explore the use of TCCL for few-shot learning, adapting the matching

network architecture to work with the CBR loss, on the same problem.
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Chapter 3

Temporal Cycle-Consistency Learning Using

Skeleton Activity Data

The goal of the experiments in this chapter is to test the efficacy of TCCL to cre-

ate embeddings for classification of skeleton activity clips. Originally, TCCL was

designed to differentiate between phases of a video clip [10]. As such, the technique

is used to compare two different clips from the same class and to learn to create an

alignment between similar clips. We explore whether the technique can be adapted to

clip classification using these embeddings. A variety of supervised and unsupervised

strategies are tested for training an encoder to create embeddings that align clips of

the same class more effectively than clips of different classes.

To this end, we explore a series of techniques for changing the way the encoders

were trained. Alignment losses, such as those used for TCCL, are attractive losses

for training classification models since they learn embeddings which make same class

clips easier to align rather than trying to identify key clip features. If the loss used

does not lend itself to learning specific frame features, it may potentially prevent

over-fitting. We further investigate the embedding quality and limitations of this
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technique. Specifically, we explore pitfalls surrounding the use of TCCL for training

encoders used for classifying skeleton data, some of the encoder design considerations

which are specifically important when using TCCL, and a variety of supervised and

unsupervised techniques for structuring a learning protocol for TCCL.

The first section will cover TCCL and the basic techniques and methods common

to all of the experiments in the section. We outline the losses, neural networks, and

data we will use to test the efficacy of applying TCCL to SB-HAR. Additionally,

we explain comparative training and how it can be used in conjunction with k-NN

classification to train and test neural network models using TCCL.

The techniques we use for encoder training which leverage TCCL fall into two

categories: supervised and unsupervised techniques. The novel supervised approaches

are: creating super-clips with all of the classes to mimic the phase classification in

the original TCCL paper [10], and similarity training with positive samples attracting

and negative samples repulsing (we refer to this technique as Positive Attraction,

Negative Repulsion (PANR) training). The novel unsupervised training techniques

tested modified the CBR loss (Eq. 3.6) by adding terms to the loss based on work

by Sermanet et al. [37]. These loss additions are used to prevent the encoders from

guessing the frame numbers instead of learning the relationships between frames. The

trained encoders are used to classify clips using k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) classifier

using CBR loss (Eq. 3.6) as a distance metric between clips.

3.1 Methods

This section will outline the concepts relevant to the set-up of the experiments in this

chapter. The sections are as follows:
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• Background: an overview of TCCL and k-NN classification.

• Data: the datasets we use for training and testing the models.

• Encoders: the neural network architectures we use for the experiments in the

chapter.

• Training Paradigms: the comparative attraction protocol used to train encoders

using TCC losses.

3.1.1 Background

In this section, we discuss the cycle consistency losses developed by Dwibedi et al.

[10], as well as outlining the k-NN classification.

Temporal Cycle Consistency Learning

Temporal Cycle-Consistency Learning (TCCL) [10] is a self-supervised learning tech-

nique that compares clip embeddings and computes correspondence. TCCL can be

used to align video clips, classify novel activity phases with very few training exam-

ples, and detect anomalies among other applications [10]. We use TCCL to train

an encoder to transform clips into embeddings which can be directly compared for

similarity using losses proposed by Dwibedi et al. [10].

TCCL is based on the concept of cycle-consistency. Cycle-consistency, as shown if

Figure 3.2, implies a frame in video 2 has a nearest neighbour in video 1. The nearest

neighbour from the frame in video 1 is the original frame from video 2. At an abstract

level, the mapping shows which regions of the two clips correspond with each other.

Clip pairs with more cycle-consistency will have more frames which closely correspond

to those in the other clip.
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Figure 3.1: A visual overview of cycle consistency (image from Ref. [10] © 2019
IEEE ).

Unlike DTW [21], the cycle-consistency mapping between clips is not necessarily

monotonic, meaning that ordering is not enforced. Without the requirement for

monotonicity, cycle-consistency may be better able to handle cases where the exact

ordering of events in an activity is not important (ie. which apple is picked first from

a tree). For other actions, such as standing up and sitting down, the lack of strict

ordering may be impact performance.

Cycle-consistency error is not differentiable, so it cannot be used as a loss for

Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) without modification. The authors propose two

modifications which use the concept for two different losses; Cycle-Back Classification

(CBC) and Cycle-Back Regression (CBR) [10]. Both techniques use a soft-nearest

neighbour calculation which is differentiable (Eq. 3.1).

ṽ =
M∑
j=1

αjvj, where αj =
e−||ui−vj ||

2∑M
k=1 e

−||ui−vk||2
(3.1)

where U and V are the encoding of the two clips, ui and vi are the encoded frames
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Figure 3.2: A visual overview of cycle consistency (image from Ref. [10] © 2019
IEEE ).

at address i from clip U and V respectively, ṽ is the soft nearest neighbour of frame

encoding ui, and M and N are the lengths of clips U and V .

The technique computes a weighted average of each of the frames based on the

similarity to the reference frame. Since the nearest neighbour calculation is the main

issue with differentiability, this allows the technique to be used with SGD.

The first loss, the CBC loss, first calculates the soft nearest neighbour of a frame

to the second clip. The distance of each frame in the original clip is then computed,

and are passed to a categorical cross-entropy loss (Eq. 3.2).

CE loss = −
N∑
j=1

yj log(ŷj) (3.2)

where yj is the correct frame index value and ŷj is the predicted index probability

for the jth frame. y = [y1, ..., yn] is a one-hot encoding of the correct frame index and

ŷ = [ŷ1, ..., ŷn] is a vector of the predicted index probabilities.
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The key weakness of this technique is that there is no concept of the distance

or direction of the error. The only component of the alignment which is considered

positively are cycles returning precisely to the original frame.

The CBR loss (Eq. 3.6) aims to address this by targeting a frame number, rather

than a particular frame. To find the cycled-back frame number, the distance between

the soft nearest neighbour and each frame of the original clip is computed (Eq. 3.3).

Instead of averaging the frame values, the index of the frames are added together

based on the similarity to the soft nearest neighbour (Eq. 3.4). This distance can be

used to compute the direction and the magnitude of the error.

The first of two additional steps is normalizing the loss by the squared standard

deviation (Eq. 3.5) of the frame probabilities. This allows the loss to be of a similar

size for clips of largely different lengths. The other term in the loss is a normalization

to encourage smaller temporal variance in the final predictions. This prevents the loss

from getting stuck on a solution with a very large standard deviation of the temporal

predictions. Figure 3.3 shows how the CBR loss is used for TCCL.

βk =
e−||ṽ−uk||

2∑N
j=1 e

−||ṽ−uj ||2
(3.3)

µ =
N∑
k=1

βk ∗ k (3.4)

σ2 =
N∑
k=1

βk ∗ (k − µ)2 (3.5)

Lcbr =
|i− µ|2

σ2
+ λ log(σ) (3.6)
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For equations 3.3 through 3.6, ṽ is the soft nearest neighbour of frame ui, µ

is the mean predicted frame number, and σ is the standard deviation of the index

probability predictions.

Figure 3.3: Overall Structure of TCCL (image from Ref. [10] © 2019 IEEE ).

The actual implementation the authors provide in their code [38] is a little different

in terms of the equations they include in the paper [10]. The difference between

the two losses is the regularization term. The original loss uses
1

σ2
meaning that

the difference between the predicted and actual frame distance is regularized by the

weighted average difference. The modified loss uses e−σ, which does not have an

intuitive interpretation, but is defined when σ = 0 (the frame prediction is perfect).

The modified loss is shown in Eq. 3.7. We use the loss as written (Eq. 3.6) for all

experiments unless otherwise specified, since we do not find the case where σ = 0 to

be problematic in our model.

Lcbr code = e−σ ∗ |i− µ|2 + λ log(σ) (3.7)

We train neural network encoder models to transform the skeleton data frames into

features which are useful for aligning the clips. We refer to the frame features of the

whole clip as the clip embedding. The encoders are trained to create frame features
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which minimize the CBR loss between the embeddings of clips of the same class.

Using this paradigm, the embeddings created by the trained network can be used for

classifying activity samples by comparing to samples where the class is known.

k-Nearest Neighbour

k-NN classification is a simple strategy that can be used for checking whether a

training technique is creating useful embeddings. The first step of the k-NN algorithm

is to compute the distances between the novel clip’s embedding to each of the example

clips’ embeddings (only a subset of the clips from each class because computing CBR

loss is expensive). Since most of the experiments for which this was used were designed

to test TCCL components, the distance metric used was the CBR loss (Eq. 3.6)

between two clips. From these distances, the closest k clips are selected. The final

classification for a given example is the most common class in the k nearest clips of

the support set. While this test is somewhat limited, it provides an understanding

of whether the clip embeddings created contain useful discriminatory features. k-NN

cannot be used as a loss, because the learning algorithm requires discrete choices, so

the encoder must be trained separately.

Figure 3.4: K-nearest neighbour calculation example.
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3.1.2 Data

Three different datasets were used for the experiments conducted: the synthetic set,

NTU-subset, and NTU-RGB+D 120. The largest dataset used is the full NTU-

RGB+D 120 dataset [14]. This dataset was used for final testing, since it is a common

dataset used for skeleton activity recognition research. Unfortunately, due to the

number of experiments we were required to run, and parallelization limitations for

training the model, it was not practical to conduct all of the tests with the full dataset

(The longest training run on the full data set took over 6 days using a GTX 1080

GPU). The other two sets were designed to be quick to train on while still maintaining

some of the important characteristics of the large dataset.

The second dataset, NTU-subset, is a subset of the NTU-RGB+D dataset [14].

The purpose of defining this subset is to have a smaller, easier dataset which consists

of skeleton activity data. Models can be trained to classify activities in the NTU-

subset in much less time than the full NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset (Less than a day’s

training on a Ryzen 2600 6 core CPU). Additionally, initial exploration of TCCL

suggested that the technique struggles with the larger number of classes (we explore

this in greater depth later in the chapter). The dataset consists of the samples of

classes 4,5,6, and 7; drop, pick up, throw, and sit down respectively. The samples

used were only those in the original NTU-RGB+D 60 dataset, an earlier version of

the NTU-RGB+D. The older version of the dataset was used because at the time

when this subset was selected, most of the related works were using NTU-RGB+D

60.

The third dataset, the synthetic set, consists of three classes of clips created using

three functions; linear increase, linear decrease, and a sinusoid to which random
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noise is added. Additionally, three different values of each function type were used,

representing different joint channels, so that models designed for skeleton data could

be trained on the synthetic data. Each clip had one channel shifted, based on the

class, so that an encoder with no temporal information could differentiate between the

classes. The original goal of this dataset was to demonstrate that the linear increase

and linear decrease samples could be aligned in opposing orders, even when a third

sample representing recurrent classes was present (examples of each class are shown

in Figure 3.5). The sinusoid class aims to imitate classes in the NTU-RGB dataset

where the different parts of the class could look cyclic such as brushing teeth or eating

food. The frequency of the sinusiod was not varied since the synthetic set was used

as a quick test to determine whether the model aligned inverted classes effectively,

rather than a formal model for exploring the alignment behaviour of in the presence

of non-monotonic function classes. Training was this data is very quick, converging

in around half an hour on a 6 core CPU (Ryzen 2600).

Figure 3.5: Synthetic set class examples.

3.1.3 Models

Three encoder networks were used in the experiments: a dense encoder, a single 1D

convolution + dense encoder (conv-dense encoder), and a 5 layer 1D convolutional
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encoder (deep convolutional encoder) with a wide center layer. As explained in Chap-

ter 2, dense encoders and CNN encoders are commonly used for feature embedding.

The dense encoder was primarily used to create feature embeddings for troubleshoot-

ing the implementation of the losses, since it trains very quickly. A large issue with

this encoder, however, is that it cannot use the temporal dynamics of the skeleton

video. For this reason, the conv-dense encoder (described second) is used for many

of the experiments in this chapter when training time is an issue. Finally, a 5-layer

1D convolutional network was used for maximizing performance without invalidating

the performance experiments performed on the conv-dense encoder.

Dense Encoder

For simplicity and testing initial functionality, we used a small dense network encoder.

This encoder is comprised of 2 1D convolutional layers with a kernel size of 1; it is

essentially a dense network applied to each frame. Since this network only looks at 1

frame at a time, the encoder cannot account for skeleton motion.

Dense Network Structure:

• Fully Connected Layer 1, ReLU activation [frame size×256]

• Fully Connected Layer 2 [256×encoding size]

Conv-Dense Encoder

The conv-dense encoder consists of three layers. The first layer is a 1D convolution

with a kernel size ≥3 to allow for the model to process temporal information. By

modifying the kernel size, we can explore the time window size. The following layers
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Figure 3.6: Dense encoder architecture.

are the same as the simple dense network. For all experiments, following the hyper-

parameter experiments, a kernel size of 15 is used as that was found to be optimal.

Many of the experiments were executed using an intermediate simple encoder.

Conv-Dense Network Structure:

• 1D Convolution Layer, ReLU activation [kernel size×frame size×256]

• Fully Connected Layer 1, ReLU activation [256×256]

• Fully Connected Layer 2 [256×encoding size]

Deep Convolutional Encoder

The final network was designed based on the lessons learned from the experiments

using the conv-dense network, while being deeper and containing more weights. The

convolutional network uses a very similar total time window size while containing 5

layers, all of which have a kernel size ≥3. To mimic the temporal window size of the

wide first layer (window size of 15) in the conv-dense network, the third layer of the

deep convolutional network has a window size of 7. Hypothetically, this should allow

for the first two layers to process local information and the final two layers to process
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Figure 3.7: Conv-dense encoder architecture.

more temporally distant information. These convolutional layers are followed by two

dense layers with the same specification as the other encoders. The kernel size used

for all but the center layer was 3. To achieve the same overall window size as the

conv-dense encoder of 15 frames, the center layer uses a kernel size of 7. Increasing

the kernel size significantly degraded network performance on the NTU-RGB+D 120

dataset.

Convolutional Network Structure:

• 1D Convolution Layer 1, ReLU activation [3×frame size×256]

• 1D Convolution Layer 2, ReLU activation [3×256×128]

• 1D Convolution Layer 3, ReLU activation [7×128×128]

• 1D Convolution Layer 4, ReLU activation [3×128×128]

• 1D Convolution Layer 5, ReLU activation [3×128×128]

• Fully Connected Layer 1, ReLU activation [128×256]
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• Fully Connected Layer 2 [256×encoding size]

There have been many of innovations in skeleton activity recognition which could

hypothetically be applied to greatly improve our results. However, since the stabil-

ity issues encountered when training models using TCCL makes implementation of

different encoders difficult, we decided to use only the 1D convolutional encoders.

The simple encoders are sufficient to allow us to isolate the important features and

behaviours of TCCL in the context of classification.

3.1.4 Training Paradigms: Comparative Attraction Training

For the network to learn an embedding which can be used to differentiate clips based

on alignment, we feed in pairs of samples and minimize a loss such as the CBR loss.

We call this training strategy Comparative Attraction Training (CAT). We refer to

the neural network which is used to transform skeleton frames into embeddings as the

encoder. The encoder extracts local features from the frames and present the infor-

mation in such a way that it is indicative of the poses’ relationships, both temporally

and semantically, to other poses in the space. To extract the spatial relationships, any

of the networks described in the related work section on skeleton activity classifica-

tion which use global average pooling could be used. We use simple 1D convolutional

models for testing the properties of the paradigm using the differentiable CBR loss

(Eq. 3.6) used in TCCL [10], which aims to maximize the cycle consistency between

two clips.

Depending on the experimental setup, the assumptions that CAT relies on change.

Our supervised CAT protocols involve minimizing the CBR loss between clips from
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Figure 3.8: Comparative attraction training diagram.

the same classes. The first assumption is that the sample pairs of the same class

(which have had their loss directly minimized) will have a lower comparative loss

than pairs of clips from different classes which have not been trained on. If a loss

such as mean squared error between clip values were used, the encoder could converge

on making every clip the same (since this would easily minimize the loss between all

clips). So, the second assumption which allows CAT to work is that the CBR loss is

not trivial to minimize for all clip pairs.

An unsupervised CAT protocols cannot rely on the first assumption of the super-

vised CAT paradigm, since the class labels are unknown at the time of training. The

unsupervised CAT strategy we propose involves minimizing the loss CBR loss (Eq.

3.6) between all of the samples in the training set. The success of this strategy is

dependent on the assumption that clips of the same class will be somewhat easier for

the model to align.

We also test two modifications of the CAT protocol which change the assumptions
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listed above. The first, Positive-Attraction, Negative-Repulsion (PANR) training ad-

ditionally maximizes the loss between clips of different classes so that the model

cannot simply minimize the loss between all different-class pairings. PANR balances

training to minimize the CBR loss between pairs of clips from the same class, and

minimizing an inversely related loss created using the CBR loss. We balance the oc-

currence of same class pairs with different class pairs so that the training isn’t heavily

skewed towards different class pairs (which would occur as the default behaviour if

clips were selected randomly). Additionally, the inverse CBR loss we use is e−CBR loss

instead of simply −CBR loss for training so that the network penalizes very similar

clips from different classes more than clips which are already relatively different.

The second modification, which we call many concatenated clips training, presents

super-clips containing clips of all classes and assumes that the loss will align the

correct class segments with each-other (this strategy is based off of the success of

phase classification in the original paper [10], this is discussed in more detail later).

Fundamentally, this is the same assumption, that clips from the same class are easier

to align together. However, in the context of the CBR loss the assumption is that

frame embeddings will cycle back to the correct clip, rather than the correct section

of the clip.

To compare the CAT paradigm to other classification models, we must quantify

the performance of a classifier using the embeddings. In this chapter, we use k-nearest

neighbour which can exploit the similarity/dissimilarity of the clip embedding based

on temporal cycle consistency to classify novel clips. k-NN classification accuracy can

be used to directly compare the performance of the CAT model to the categorical

cross-entropy classifiers used by many other activity recognition techniques [3, 4, 5,
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9, 6, 7, 8].

Figure 3.9: k-NN using TCC encoders.

k-NN must encode all of the example clips and compute the distance between all

of the example clips and the novel sample. This can be fairly compute/time intensive

when the number of classes becomes large or the distance metric is computationally

complex. For this reason, factors which influence the run time and memory of the

k-NN classification must be controlled. In our tests, the number of encoded class

examples were limited to 100 (for NTU-subset) or 1000 (for NTU-RGB+D 120) and

the number of novel testing samples was limited to 1000. For example, using the

NTU-subset dataset detailed in the data subsection, this means about 25 samples

from each class were used for comparison and 250 samples for each class were classified

to find the overall k-NN accuracy. Limiting examples used for k-NN is not ideal for

classification performance, but is necessary for the technique to run in a reasonable

amount of time.
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3.2 Experiments Overview: CAT

We conducted a large number of small experiments in order to study the portability

of TCC losses to the problem of clip classification. We have grouped the experiments

into four categories based on the properties they were designed to explore: stability

and performance, supervised accuracy, unsupervised accuracy, and scaling.

Section 3.3 will explore the relationship between training stability and the learning

rate, as well as analyze how network parameters impact the accuracy of the model.

To this end, we perform a comparative study to find the best time window size and

encoding lengths for the encoder.

In the remaining sections, we explore a series of techniques for using TCCL for

comparative classification training. These techniques are split into two groups. Sec-

tion 3.4 explores the application of TCCL under the assumption that the classes of

all training clips are known (supervised). The baseline for this test is training only

clips of the same class to one another. This baseline is compared to a same class

attraction/different class repulsion training setup (PANR), and a concatenated clip

setup designed to imitate phase classification, the original application of TCCL [10].

Section 3.5 outlines experiments designed to explore the possibility of learning

embeddings from clips which had not been labelled (unsupervised). The baseline for

this experiment was to train every clip to align with every other clip. The strategies

explored were additional loss terms based on work done by Sermanet et al. [37], in

which the authors explore a few effective techniques for removing particular biases

using underlying characteristics of the data.

Section 3.6 explores whether the use of CAT training and k-NN classification scales

when more classes are present in the dataset. We train and test a model on the full
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NTU-RGB+D dataset to determine whether the model can effectively discriminate

between a larger number of classes.

The experiments performed in each section are as follows:

• Section 3.3: Stability and Performance

– Learning Rate and Stability

– Window Size

– Encoding Size

• Section 3.4: Supervised Comparative Attraction Training Experiments

– Supervised Baseline

– Positive/Negative Sample Training

– Multiple Concatenated Clips Training

• Section 3.5: Unsupervised Comparative Attraction Training Experiments

– Unsupervised Baseline

– Comparative Time-Contrastive Losses

• Section 3.6: Scaling CAT

– Positive/Negative Sample Training on NTU-RGB+D 120

3.3 Stability and Performance

Since this application of TCCL requires discriminating between classes, rather than

asserting phase, it is important to determine strategies for improving the classification

accuracy when using TCCL. To this end, we explore the effect of different hyperpa-

rameters on classification accuracy and explore how the learning rate influences the

stability of the encoder training.
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During initial attempts at training the encoders, training often failed without use-

ful error messages. By observing the encodings during training and running diagnostic

tests, we determined that the training failures were related to encoding uniformity.

We call this training condition representational collapse; the encoder produces the

same/very similar embedding for each set of input frames, which during training

caused Not a Number (NaN) errors from TensorFlow2. Our first experiment explores

the relationship between experiment design, learning rate, and stability.

Next, we explore the effects of the window size and encoding size on the k-NN

classification accuracies using the learned embeddings. These experiments were con-

ducted on the small subset from NTU-RGB+D 60 set. The encoder used is the

conv-dense encoder described in the Models section. The training strategy used was

the Positive Attraction, Negative Repulsion (PANR) protocol described in the Super-

vised Learning Strategy Experiments section (3.7.2), since it was the most promising

of the techniques tested later in this chapter (see Table 3.2).

3.3.1 Learning Rate and Stability

Objective

We explore the relationship between learning rate and training failure when using the

CBR loss for CAT. Initially, the cause of the representational collapse was not clear.

None of the weights or the losses became worryingly large, however observations of

variables in the training iterations prior to collapse showed that encodings for different

clips were becoming very close. Very small differences between clip embeddings are

not necessarily problematic for the CBR loss, since absolute distance between frames

is not important. However, the precision constraints of TensorFlow2 will eventually
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cause the embeddings of different clips to become identical when rounded.

One property of the CBR loss is that the model converges on an “easy” solution.

Since the frame index prediction errors are normalized by the standard deviation

of the frame predictions, predicting all frames as equally close (thus increasing the

standard deviation) is a good strategy for minimizing the loss before the encoder is

able to learn features from the frames. To test if a lower learning rate allows the

model more time to learn predictive features from the frames before converging on

the easy solution, a sweep (a series of tests where one variable is modulated within a

range) of learning rates is performed.

In addition, to provide a more complete picture of why the stability issues oc-

cur, we explore: the behaviour of the technique when presented with two identical

embeddings, whether the normalization technique used in the CBR loss impacts the

stability, and the impact of batch training on these stability issues.

Methods

To test the stability of TCCL using CAT, where a stable training run is one which does

not throw any numerical errors, we train encoders for a set number of comparisons

and observe whether the training run completes or fails. We first train 4 conv-dense

networks using CAT with learning rates that are an exponential sweep from 10−1 to

10−4. Each consecutive test uses a loss of previous loss×0.1 (10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4),

for each run. Since training is completed using a single pair of randomly sampled clips

at a time, we define an arbitrary validation interval, so that validation is not run and

diagnostic information is not printed after every training comparison. CAT is used

to train the models by comparing two clips from the same class and minimizing the
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CBR loss 3.6 between them.

Next, we test whether modifications to the loss would make significant improve-

ments to the stability of CAT. We found differences between the implementation of

the CBR loss provided by the authors [38] and the equations from the original paper

[10]. Their code uses the e−σ to normalize the distance instead of
1

σ2
. The author of

the original paper explained that the modification helped them with stability, so we

compare normalization techniques for our problem.

Finally, we explore whether batch training can be used to circumvent the stability

problems. Batch training is used extensively in machine learning as a tool to increase

parallelization during training and to provide a better gradient estimate. Our batch

training protocol encodes all of the selected samples, and computes the CBR loss (Eq.

3.6) between each embedding to the other embeddings. The batch training performs

batch size2−batch size comparisons, so with a batch size of 4, 12x more comparisons

are made per training step than the baseline.

• Encoder: conv-dense encoder

• Training Strategy: supervised baseline

• Data: NTU-subset

• Learning Rate: {10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4}

• Validation Interval: 103

• Total Training Steps: 105

• Encoding Size: 128

Results

At higher learning rates, the models fail during training. Table 3.1 shows that the

TCCL model using the loss as written in the paper successfully completes the training
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Table 3.1: Learning rate stability tests on the NTU-Subset dataset.

Learning Rate CBR loss (normalization:
1

σ2
)

CBR loss (normalization:
e−σ)

CBR loss (batch training)

10−1 Fail @ validation interval 1 Fail @ validation interval 1 Fail @ validation interval 1
10−2 Fail @ validation interval 1 Fail @ validation interval 1 Fail @ validation interval 1
10−3 Fail @ validation interval 12 Fail @ validation interval 13 Fail @ validation interval 4
10−4 Stable Stable Stable

run on the NTU-subset at a learning rate of 10−4, but fails when the learning rate

is 10−3. The CBR loss using the alternative normalization also succeeds when the

learning rate used is 10−4 and similarly fails when using a learning rate of 10−3

(although this loss did fail one validation interval later). Batch training also succeeds

and fails when using the same learning rates, however it is stable for fewer validation

intervals (4 vs. 12), but more total comparisons (≥ 48000 vs. ≥ 12000).

We observed that the frame embeddings all became similar in the lead-up to

training failure. To explore a possible cause of the instability, we tested the behaviour

of the CBR loss (Eq. 3.6) when a clip was aligned with itself using a clip from both

the NTU-subset dataset as well as a clip from the synthetic set. Both identical clip

CBR loss calculations resulted in numerical errors (NaN).

Conclusion

This test shows that the use of CBR loss in this paradigm results in training failure

when the learning rate is too high. Additionally, there does not seem to be a significant

difference in stability between the two versions of the CBR loss (The code vs. the

paper) and batch training does not significantly improve model stability.

Observations of the frame encodings converging prior to failure along with be-

haviour of the CBR loss when tested on two identical sets of frame embeddings suggest
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that the encoders may be learning to produce identical frame embeddings at a certain

stage of training. Before useful frame features can be learned, very wide prediction

distributions may be produced by the encoder to minimize the CBR loss because

the frame prediction error is normalized by dividing by the standard deviation of the

prediction indices. This means that the encoder might initially create similar embed-

dings until more complex relationships can be learned. If the predictions become too

similar, rounding errors might make them identical. Without precision limitations,

the model could continue learning effectively even when the distance between frames

became very small. In practice, when we encounter training failure, the issue can

often be bypassed by decreasing the learning rate.

Neither the modified normalization nor batch training significantly improve model

stability. Batch training cannot be used for parallelization of the loss calculations with

the current CAT implementation, so it does not offer large performance improvements.

Additionally, batch training greatly increases the memory requirement of training, so

many of the experiments we conduct in this thesis would not be possible on the

platforms we are using to train the models. For the remaining experiments, the loss

normalization from the paper (
1

σ2
) will be used and batch training will not be used.

3.3.2 Window Size

Objective

The first of these experiments was designed to test the effect of the window size of

frames from which each embedding is constructed. This was tested by changing the

kernel size of the 1D convolutional layer in the conv-dense model. Using more frames

will result in the encoder having a better understanding of the overall activity due
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to having more frames of information to work with. However, the larger window size

results in fewer final frame embeddings which may become problematic for shorter

clips. If there are too few frame embeddings the loss may not behave as intended for

alignment.

Methods

Train 6 networks, each using a different window size. The window sizes used were

3, 5, 9, 15, 23, and 33. The window size was altered by changing the kernel size of

the conv-dense encoder. The performance of the encoder was measured using k-NN

accuracy on a validation set.

• Encoder: conv-dense encoder

• Training Strategy: PANR

• Data: NTU-subset

• Learning Rate: 10−5

• Validation Interval: 104

• Total Training Steps: 5× 105

• Encoding Size: 128

Results

Results are shown in Figure 3.10. The highest k-NN accuracy achieved in this test

was for a window size of 15, with an accuracy of 79.8%. The encoders using a window

size both larger (23) and smaller (9) than 15 performed much worse with accuracies

of 76.1% and 73.7% respectively.
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Figure 3.10: k-NN classification accuracy on a validation set for different window
sizes.

Conclusion

Since the classification performance of the encoder decreases when either increasing or

decreasing the window size, it is quite likely that the length of the clips in the data as

well as the dynamics of the data both play a role in determining the optimal window

size. The longer the window size, the more of the clip’s information the encoder can

use for constructing embeddings. However, the total number of embeddings decreases

as the window size increases, which may be detrimental to the performance of the

classification model. The specifics of this trade-off may depend on the data used;

for the NTU-subset dataset, the classification accuracy is maximized when using a

window size of around 15.
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3.3.3 Encoding Size

Objective

The next experiment conducted was designed to test how the frame encoding size

influenced the training of the model on this problem. Specifically, the goal was to

discover how the frame encoding size affected the k-NN classification accuracy on the

validation set.

Methods

Find the maximum validation accuracy after training encoders with a final encoding

size of each frame of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128.

• Encoder: conv-dense encoder

• Training Strategy: PANR

• Data: NTU-subset

• Learning Rate: 10−5

• Validation Interval: 104

• Total Training Steps: 5× 105

• Encoding Size: {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}

Results

The results (shown in Figure 3.11) of this test suggest that there is a minimum

encoding size required for maximizing validation accuracy, but there does not seem

to be a penalty for larger embeddings. For a validation set from the NTU-subset

dataset, the accuracy plateaued around an encoding size of 8. The accuracy at an
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encoding size of 8 was 79.3%, which stays consistent up to the largest encoding size

tested (128), which achieved an accuracy of 79.8%.

Figure 3.11: k-NN validation accuracy for a range of encoding sizes.

Conclusion

The best practice for encoding size is to use any encoding size larger than the size at

which accuracy returns plateau. Since the validation accuracy never falls, it seems

there is not a strong tendency for the model to overfit with large embedding sizes. One

other important observation from this test is that at an encoding size of 1 training

the network always results in numerical failure. For the remainder of the experiments

we will use an encoding size of 128 since there does not seem to be a penalty for using

too large a window size. The most diverse dataset we test on has 120 different classes

(NTU-RGB+D 120) so an encoding size of 128 allows for at least one value per class

without being so large that the experiments run into memory requirement issues.
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3.4 Supervised Comparative Attraction Training Experiments

We test a series of supervised/semi-supervised training strategies for training the

encoders to explore how best to make use of the alignment loss. The paradigm used

for training these encoders is Comparative Attraction Training (CAT), where two

clips are aligned using the CBR loss 3.6 (which clips are aligned will depend on the

test being conducted). The accuracies reported will be found by computing the k-

NN classification accuracy on a validation set split from the specified dataset before

training.

3.4.1 Objective

We compare the efficacy of three different variations of the CAT strategy. The first

experiment serves as the baseline for the basic supervised protocol. The baseline

supervised strategy simply involved training a network to align clips only from the

same class. Overall, the encoder network is used to embed two clips of the same class,

and the CBR loss computed between the clip embeddings is minimized.

The next strategy was similar to the baseline, however pairs of clips whose classes

did not match were also utilized during training. When processing negative samples,

instead of minimizing the loss, the loss was maximized. In practice, this means that for

matching samples, the protocol would minimize the CBR loss and for non-matching

samples, the protocol would minimize the negative of the CBR loss (see Eq. 3.8).

Loss PANR =


Loss CBR, if same class

e−CBR loss, if different class

(3.8)

The loss for the non-matching clip pairs is e−CBR loss rather than −CBR loss
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since the magnitude of −CBR loss increases quadratically as the prediction error

between two clip increases; The rate of change of the loss gets higher when the clips

are further apart. e−CBR loss has a decreased rate of change as the prediction error

increases, meaning that clips of the same class will be moved apart more if they are

closer together. In practice, we found that using −CBR loss caused model training

to fail.

The final supervised approach tested is multi-clip training. This approach is in-

spired by the original usage of the TCCL techniques [14] where the researchers were

looking to segment clips based on phases. Since the technique was able to do this

effectively, we explore whether the problem of clip classification can be framed as a

phase classification. To do this, a clip is selected from each of the classes and the clips

are appended together, in a random order, to form a clip sequence. The alignment

loss is minimized between two of these clip sequences. An additional benefit of this

strategy is that the clips are effectively batched in such a way that the computation

can be parallelized.

3.4.2 Methods

All strategies are used to train and test encoders on both the synthetic set and

the NTU-subset. For the baseline experiment, we train encoders using only the same

class pairs of clips. The second training strategy used is the PANR protocol described

above. The third encoder was trained using pairs of concatenated clip sets containing

one clip of each class in a random order for the synthetic set and NTU-subset. The

third model is tested using k-NN validation accuracy on single clips from the classes,

instead of the concatenated clips. The reported results for all three encoders are the
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k-NN validation accuracies using the embeddings produced by each encoding.

• Encoder: conv-dense encoder

• Training Strategy: supervised baseline, PANR, multiple concatenated clips

• Data: synthetic set & NTU-subset

• Learning Rate: 10−4

• Validation Interval: 104

• Total Training Steps: 2× 105

• Encoding Size: 128

3.4.3 Results

Table 3.2: Supervised CAT strategy comparison

Technique Synthetic k-NN Vali-
dation Accuracy

NTU-subset k-NN
Validation Accuracy

Random Guessing 33.3% 25.0%
Supervised baseline 69.0% 42.2%
PANR 100.0% 68.4%
multiple-clip training 100.0% 55.7%

Results for all three CAT paradigms are shown in Table 3.2. On the synthetic set,

with a simple encoder, the supervised baseline training achieved k-NN classification

accuracy of 69.0% and on the NTU-subset it achieved 42.2% which is significantly

higher than randomly guessing. The PANR training strategy performs better than

the baseline setup, achieving k-NN accuracies of 100% and 68.4% on the synthetic

set and NTU-subset respectively. Finally, the concatenated clip training technique

performed well, achieving 100.0% and 55.7% accuracy on the synthetic set and NTU-

subset respectively, but performed worse than the PANR protocol.
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3.4.4 Conclusion

All of the supervised approaches explored in this section were effectively used to

train encoders for classification of both the NTU-subset and synthetic set. The k-NN

validation accuracy on the NTU-subset data was much lower than the synthetic data.

The supervised encoders can be trained to achieve higher accuracies when the

training protocol is set up differently. For example, PANR was used to train models

for longer with a lower learning rate in the section outlining performance experiments,

and achieved accuracies as high as 79.8% on the NTU-subset data. However, to keep

the training time manageable, we used a higher learning rate for these comparative

tests.

The amount of time required to train encoders using our implementation of the

CAT protocol and CBR loss is problematic. Due to how custom losses are constructed

in Tensorflow2, parellelization of the CBR loss would require dynamically masking

the frames since the loss would change drastically if padded frames were included.

Implementing a solution for this and verifying the correct behaviour was beyond the

scope of this project. The lack of parellelization meant that even simple training runs

on the NTU-subset take many hours.

Of the supervised strategies tested, the PANR training strategy achieves the high-

est k-NN validation accuracy and quantitatively further reduces the stability issues

encountered when training using CAT and the CBR loss. Furthermore, the PANR

training strategy does not depend on the assumption that clip pairs of the same class

will align better than unseen class pairings, since the encoder is directly trained to

make clips from different classes align worse.

Finally, the concatenated clip training performed better than the baseline, but
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worse than the PANR training. The potential issue with this technique could stem

from the fact that the strategy tries to align discrete sections of a clip to discrete

sections of another clip without a consistent ordering. Even if the CBR loss could

capture where clips were beginning and ending, there is no guarantee that the encoder

would end up minimizing the CBR loss for clips of the same class. This issue was

present with the phase classification problem for which TCCL was originally used [10]

and the technique still reportedly functioned well, however for HAR PANR seems to

perform better. For future experiments we will therefore focus on PARN due to the

superior classification performance and more modest system memory requirement.

3.5 Unsupervised Comparative Attraction Training Experiments

In addition to the supervised/semi-supervised strategies tested, a few techniques for

unsupervised learning were tested because a successful implementation would make

it much easier to collect large training sets. The baseline is TCCL between clips from

all classes aiming to exploit the ease of alignment between clips of the same class. We

then try augmenting the loss using time-contrastive losses inspired by those outlined

by Sermanet et al. [37].

3.5.1 Objective

The first learning strategy, used as the unsupervised baseline, was to simply minimize

the CBR loss 3.6 between all of the clips, regardless of class. The performance of this

training strategy may depend on the assumption that the model will be more success-

ful when aligning clips from the same class. Since the training strategy minimizes the

loss regardless of class, the only way that k-NN can use the embeddings to classify
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the clips is if the clips of the same class align better than clips from different classes.

The next training strategies augment the CBR loss using techniques based on the

Time Contrastive Network (TCN) proposed by Sermanet et al. [37]. Similar tech-

niques based on the TCN were shown to work well with TCCL for phase classification

by Dwibedi et al. [10]. The original network was used to reduce the reliance on spe-

cific visual features in a multi-view video clip alignment problem [37], however the

related concepts could potentially be used as a mechanism to prevent the encoders

from effectively minimizing the loss between all clips (meaning that the embeddings

are not useful for comparative classification). The techniques outlined below were

proposed to prevent the model from effectively aligning all clip pairs with each-other,

preventing the useless (for comparative classification) solution of effective alignment

between all clips regardless of their class.

Sermanet et al. [37] test the multi-view clip alignment problem on the Pouring

dataset [39] where the same instance of pouring a liquid from one container to another

was recorded from three different perspectives using RGB cameras. The purpose of

the TCN was to create an embedding that was related specifically to the progression

within the activity, rather than the specific visual features of each view [37]. This was

accomplished by comparing two clips of the same class (specifically the same instance

of pouring from two different perspectives) and forming triplets of frames. These

three frames would include: the reference frame, the same frame from a different

perspective, and a frame a set distance from the reference frame. The network aimed

to minimize the distance between the encodings of the same frames while maximizing

the distance between the reference frame and the offset frame from the other view.

Dwibedi et al. [10] show that TCCL encoder performance can be augmented with
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concepts from TCN on activity video data.

For our unsupervised protocol, we aim to leverage these ideas to improve the

embeddings. The specific issue we predicted would arise was that the representation

produced by the CBR loss would simply be learning to finding the index of the

frames in the clips. The goal of adapting components of the TCN was to create an

additional loss term which prevented simple ordering (the embedding of each frame

corresponds to its index) as a valid solution to the minimization of the loss. The

first strategy we propose is to maximize the difference between frame encodings a

fixed (temporal) distance apart (within the same clip) by minimizing what we call

the Time-Contrastive (TC) relation (Eq. 3.9). This relation is the similarity of the

current frame to the nearby frames, divided by the maximum frame similarity between

all of the frames. In other words, the ratio of actual similarity to maximal similarity.

The maximum value of this function is 1 and the minimum value is zero when all

values are positive.

TC =
2(~ui · ~ui+d + ~ui · ~ui−d)

2(~ui · ~ui) + ~ui+d · ~ui+d + ~ui−d · ~ui−d
(3.9)

where U is the clip and d is the sampling distance from the frame for counter

examples.

The next loss component we propose is designed to more explicitly force the clip

encodings to be different from one another. To do this, we want each encoding to

be as different as possible from the average embedding. Hypothetically, this would

disincentivize a strict ordering since frames at similar locations in both clips are forced

further apart. Constructing an ”average clip” does not fit well into the framework of

TCCL since the clips are of different lengths, and only two clips are compared at a
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time. Instead, to approximate repulsion from the average clip, when each comparison

is made (when the CBR loss is computed) the frames at corresponding frame numbers

are pushed apart. Since it is equally likely for each clip to be compared to each other

clip in the training set, the net result is that the frames are being repulsed from

the average frame at that point in the clip. We propose the Comparative Time-

Contrastive (CTC) similarity (Eq. 3.10) which can be minimized to approximate the

repulsion from the average clip. The version tested uses the matching frame indexes

rather than the interpolation ( ~viv = ~vi).

CTC =
2(~ui · ~viv)

~ui · ~ui + ~viv · ~viv
(3.10)

where ~viv is v at the interpolation of frame index i onto v.

Both loss components were designed to prevent the condition where the CBR loss

is able to effectively align all clips with each-other regardless of class. The TC and

CTC loss additions are multiplied by a scaling factor during testing so that they do

not become the dominant component of the loss.

3.5.2 Methods

To test whether the TC and CTC losses prevent the CBR loss from effectively aligning

all of the clips, we compare the unsupervised protocol with and without the loss

additions. We train the encoder by minimizing the CBR loss (Eq. 3.6), with and

without TC and CTC loss terms (Eq. 3.9 and 3.10 respectively), between all clips,

regardless of class, on the synthetic set and NTU-subset. We test the model by finding

the k-NN validation accuracy. These results are also compared to randomly guessing
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the class.

• Encoder: conv-dense encoder

• Training Strategy: unsupervised baseline, CTC and TC augmented loss

• Loss Addition Scaling Factor: 0.1

• Data: synthetic set & NTU-subset

• Learning Rate: 10−5

• Validation Interval: 105

• Total Training Steps: 106

• Encoding Size: 128

3.5.3 Results

Table 3.3: Time-contrastive Loss Comparison

Technique Synthetic k-
NN Validation
Accuracy

NTU-subset k-
NN Validation
Accuracy

Base Rate 33.3% 25.0%
Unsupervised baseline 100.0% 67.6%
Time-contrastive loss (eq. 3.9) 73.0% 63.9%
Comparative time-contrastive loss (eq. 3.10) 100.0% 63.4%

According to these results (see Table 3.3) the unsupervised baseline model per-

forms well when the learning rate is sufficiently low (when the models were trained

with a learning rate of 10−4 the models performed worse). The unsupervised baseline

was consistently better able to align clips of the same class than clips from different

classes without using either of the loss additions.

Training with either the TC and CTC additions degrade the performance of the

encoder. TC in particular seems to prevent the correct alignment altogether, as the

encoder cannot even learn to master the synthetic problem.
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3.5.4 Conclusion

Unsupervised CAT under-perform the supervised CAT training, but not by a huge

margin. On the NTU-subset dataset, the best unsupervised baseline achieved a val-

idation accuracy of 67.6% accuracy which is not that far from the best supervised

accuracy achieved by the PANR protocol of 78.9% (achieved in the performance ex-

periments). The weaker assumption, that the model will learn to align clips of the

same class faster than clips from other classes, seems to have held up surprisingly

well given the difficulty of the problem.

The loss additions, however, were less effective. The TC loss addition is not

promising as it prevents the CBR loss from functioning properly. Since the origional

purpose of the TC loss was to remove the influence of contextual objects [37], and

skeleton data is already a highly compressed format, it is not surprising that the loss

does not behave well on this data.

Unlike the TC loss, the CTC loss addition did not seem to stop the CBR loss from

effectively aligning clips. The CBR loss did not exhibit the theoretically problematic

behaviour of aligning all of the clips too well, which the CTC addition was designed

to solve. As such, the loss addition did not improve the accuracy of the unsupervised

CAT model.

While the unsupervised experiments showed some promise, semi-supervised skele-

ton data is not so hard to collect that the trade-off for the weaker results of the

unsupervised protocol were deemed necessary for the rest of our experiments.
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3.6 Scaling CAT

We have demonstrated that the CAT paradigm can effectively train encoders for

limited cases with a small number of classes (achieving accuracies of up to 79.8% using

the PANR training strategy (Table 3.1)), so we now explore whether this paradigm

can be scaled. We compare the k-NN accuracy on the encoder embeddings to other

techniques used for classification.

3.6.1 Objective

We explore whether our CAT and k-NN classification strategy will perform well when

scaled up to the full NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset [14]. We train an encoder using the

most promising strategy we have developed (PANR) and test the model by approxi-

mating the validation accuracy using k-NN classification.

3.6.2 Methods

An encoder is trained using the PANR training protocol on the NTU-RGB+D 120

dataset, and tested using k-NN validation classification accuracy. Since limitations of

the k-NN classification protocol still apply, the number of class examples are capped

at 1200 meaning that the k-NN algorithm using around 10 examples from each class.

• Encoder: convolutional encoder

• Training Strategy: PANR

• Data: NTU-RGB+D 120

• Learning Rate: 10−5

• Validation Interval: 105

• Total Training Steps: 2.5× 106
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• Encoding Size: 128

3.6.3 Results

Table 3.4: Positive Attraction/Negative Repulsion on NTU-RGB+D 120

Technique NTU-RGB+D 120 k-NN Validation Accuracy

Random guessing 0.83%
PANR (Eq. 3.8) 2.1%

The maximum validation accuracy of this technique was 2.1% (see Table 3.4). The

model outperforms random guessing, but does not achieve a high enough accuracy to

be considered a viable classification strategy.

3.6.4 Conclusion

While this strategy is not completely useless, it falls far short of direct classifications

strategies such as MS-G3D [8] which achieves 86.9% and 88.4% accuracy on two more

difficult splits of the NTU-RGB+D 120 skeleton dataset. The format of the loss may

be too strict to allow the underlying encoder to learn complex enough relationships

to differentiate between that many classes.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter we explored the stability of the CBR loss, techniques for maximizing

model performance, supervised strategies for CAT, unsupervised strategies for CAT,

and finally the scalability of this paradigm. Many of the experiments offered inter-

esting insights into the application of TCCL for classification, but the results of the

tests were ultimately unsatisfactory.
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The setup experiments provide interesting insight into the factors which influence

the performance of the model. We found that significant performance gains could be

realized by exploring the relationship between the encoder’s window size and CAT.

Encoding size was not important so long as a certain threshold was met.

We discovered a few interesting trade-offs specifically relevant to the alignments

techniques. For example, the window size needed to be large enough that actions could

be encoded into the final alignment embedding, but the more embeddings exposed

to the loss, the higher the performance tended to be creating a balancing act for the

specific data used. The frame embedding size was only an issue when the parameter

was too low, showing diminishing returns after a certain embedding size was used.

We explored a series of strategies for supervised and unsupervised CAT. Gener-

ally, the supervised techniques performed better than the unsupervised techniques

on comparable training runs. Of the supervised techniques tested (the supervised

baseline, PANR, and concatenated clip training), PANR performed the best achiev-

ing a k-NN validation accuracy of 68.4% on the comparative test set-up using the

NTU-subset dataset.

The unsupervised experiments consisted of an unsupervised baseline, and a couple

of loss augmentations based on the time-contrastive network proposed by Sermanet

et al. [37]. The baseline performed the best in terms of final validation accuracy

(67.4%) and did not encounter the predicted over-fitting problems. The TCN loss

additions did not improve the accuracy, likely due to the fact that the problem they

were designed to prevent did not present during unsupervised training of the encoder.

Ultimately, the ease of data collection did not offset the performance reduction

of the unsupervised models (since lots of labeled data exists) so we moved forward
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with the best of the supervised protocols: PANR. In performance experiments, the

model achieved k-NN validation accuracies up to 79.8% on the NTU-subset dataset.

To test whether this success on the small scale would translate to larger numbers of

classes, we tested the PANR training protocol using the larger convolutional encoder

on the full NTU-RBG+D 120 dataset. The model performed very poorly on the full

set achieving a k-NN validation accuracy of only 2.1%.

Based on the results of the tests in this chapter, we conclude that TCCL is not

an effective technique for scalable classification of skeleton activity data. Poor per-

formance of the alignment classifiers on larger numbers of classes generally opposes

the hypothesis that this technique is a good candidate for conventional classification

of video data. In the next chapter, we use the insights captured from all of the

experiments performed to test whether TCCL could be applied to few-shot learning.
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Chapter 4

Few-Shot Learning Using Temporal Cycle

Consistency Learning

Few-shot learning is a powerful tool for expanding classification insight to classes

without an abundance of existing samples, or simply learn new classes quickly. Due

to the limitations of TCCL outlined in Chapter 3, where the model performance

degrades significantly with a larger number of classes, we ask whether the technique

could perform better on few-shot learning tasks. Few-shot learning task often entail

differentiating between small sets of unseen target classes rather than large sets of

training classes, with lots of examples for each class, that include the target classes.

We explore the use of TCCL within the few-shot paradigm, testing the feasibility

of cycle-back regression as a measure of similarity (modified from the CBR loss) on

this application. Compared to existing Few-shot learning techniques [15], which use

global pooling to handle temporal information, temporal alignment metrics such as

the CBR loss compare features from each frame rather than a single feature vector

for the entire clip. Since TCCL forces the encoder to learn a particular relationship

between two clips, that each clip should align well to clips from the same class, training
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using TCCL may express a relationship between clips which generalizes better to novel

classes.

We test a matching network (outlined in the following section) using the CBR loss

and train and test our encoders defined in the previous chapter using the few-shot

paradigm. The purpose of the experiments conducted in this chapter is to verify

the capability of TCCL under the few-shot paradigm and determine the performance

of the cycle-consistency matching networks on skeleton activity data. The first set

of experiments compare the performance of the network when trained on all of the

classes at a time to the network when trained on a subset of the classes at a time to

verify that the training strategy works as intended. The second set of experiments are

designed to benchmark the technique for classification performance as well as meta-

learning performance. We study the performance of the matching networks on the

full NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset, and study whether the cycle-consistency matching

networks generalize well to unseen classes.

4.1 Few-shot Learning and TCCL

Many of the existing few-shot techniques do not work with TCC losses due to the

nature of the embeddings created. Embeddings created by encoders trained using the

CBR loss are not features which necessarily relate each frame to the class, rather they

are features which cause clips of the same class to be aligned more easily. For this

reason, the aggregation of frame embeddings, such as feature pooling, would not nec-

essarily have any intuitive meaning. This limitation precludes prototypical networks

[23], where examples from each class are combined, since they require the aggregation

of the final features. Learned distance metrics [15], which learn to differentiate classes
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using the final feature embedding, cannot follow TCC losses since the losses output is

a single similarity value. It could be possible to use relational networks [28, 27] (see

the related few-shot work) as encoders for this problem, however that is beyond the

scope of this project.

The few-shot method we use is the matching network. Matching networks are

designed to compare sample embeddings. First a set of support clips (from each class

to differentiate between) are embedded along with a new clip which is to be classified.

A similarity function is used to compare the novel clip and the support clips. In our

experiments, an embedding is created for each frame instead of the entire clip as we

use our novel similarity function (Eq. 4.1), which uses the CBR loss (Eq. 3.6) to

compare all the frames from two clips.

CBR similarity = 1− CBR loss (4.1)

The softmax of the similarities are used to represent the probability that the novel

clip is from the class of each example clip. The probabilities corresponding to each

example class are added together to form the probability that the novel clip falls into

each of the classes. Figure 4.1 is an example of a classification using a matching

network.

The only difference between our setup and the original matching network described

by Careaga et al. [15] that we use as a benchmark is that the frame encodings are

not pooled together into a single feature vector. The matching network uses global

average pooling to change the frame features into clip features and uses the mean

squared error loss as a distance metric.

Our network does not pool the features since the CBR similarity (Eq. 4.1) is
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Figure 4.1: Matching network example (2-shot 3-way).
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computed across all of the frame embeddings in a clip. Algorithm 1 outlines our

modification to the matching network classification using TCC. The error is computed

from the class probabilities using the negative log likelihood (Eq. 4.2), which is

functionally similar to the categorical cross-entropy loss, of the correct class.

NLL(y) = −log(y) (4.2)

where y is the predicted probability of the correct class.

Algorithm 1: TCC Matching Network Classification

1 C is the set of classes used for the matching round (i.e., |C| − way);
2 S is the number of supports (i.e., S-shot);
3 supports = S encoded samples of each C;
4 x = encoded clip to be classified;
5 for s in supports do
6 similarity[class(s)].append(CBR loss(s, x));
7 end
8 for c in similarities do
9 similarity[c] = mean(similarity[c]);

10 end
11 class probabilities = SoftMax(similarity);
12 if testing then
13 ŷ = argmax(class probabilities);
14 end
15 if training then
16 loss = NLL(class probabilities[x class]);
17 end

It is often useful to test multiple different configurations of a few-shot network to

get a better picture of performance. The first testing configuration used to benchmark

much of the related work is to find the 1-shot 5-way accuracy. 1-shot means that only
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a single sample from each class is used to classify a novel clip. 5-way means that

there are 5 different possible classes to choose between for a novel clip. The other

test which is often used is to find the 5-shot 5-way accuracy of the model. This test,

which classifies a novel clip in 1 of 5 classes by comparing to 5 samples from each

class, demonstrates how much the model improves when it is given multiple samples

to use for classification.

Novel classes can be used as the example clips in the matching network to create

a classifier for unseen classes. If more novel class examples are available that can be

used for a single set of example clips, the encoder may be fine-tuned by training on

the new data.

4.2 Data

The same datasets (the synthetic set, NTU-subset, and NTU-RGB+D 120) used in

Chapter 3 are used here for similar purposes. For the few-shot learning experiments,

the classes used in each training round are selected randomly. For the meta-learning

test, classes are randomly selected from separate sets of training classes and testing

classes.

4.3 Encoders

This chapter uses the conv-dense encoder described in Chapter 3 for testing the

functionality of the paradigm because the network trains relatively quickly. The deep

convolutional encoder described in Chapter 3 is used for testing the performance of

the model on the full NTU-RGB+D dataset.
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4.4 Experiments

Three experiments were conducted to verify that the paradigm works on activity

recognition data, test how well the model performs classification on the full NTU-

RGB+D 120 dataset [14], and test how well the model generalizes to unseen classes

(meta-learning). The models are compared against an equivalent pooling matching

network. This network uses the same encoder architecture, but uses global average

pooling to aggregate frame features and mean squared error as a distance metric. We

refer to this network as the Global Average Pooling (GAP) matching network.

4.4.1 Few-shot Learning on Activity Recognition Data

Objective

The first important step is to verify that the technique as implemented is capable of

few-shot classification. We validate that the few-shot paradigm works on the synthetic

set as well as skeleton activity data. For this test, a conv-dense encoder is trained on

the synthetic dataset or the NTU-subset dataset using a 1-shot 3-way protocol. Since

the NTU-subset dataset has 4 classes, 3 of the four classes are used each training

round.

Methods

The conv-dense encoder was trained using the 1-shot 3-way (baseline) on the NTU-

subset data. The encoder was trained for 10000 matching rounds using a learning

rate of 10−4.

• Encoder: conv-dense encoder
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• Training Strategy: matching network (1-shot 3-way)

• Data: Synthetic set, NTU-subset

• Learning Rate: 10−4

• Validation Interval: 103

• Total Training Steps: 105

• Encoding Size: 128

Results

Table 4.1: Synthetic Set Few-Shot Test

Model 1-shot 3-way Training Accu-
racy

Few-Shot 1-shot 3-way Test-
ing Accuracy

CBR matching network 99.9% 99.9%

Table 4.2: NTU-subset Few-Shot Test

Model 1-shot 3-way Training Accu-
racy

1-shot 3-way Testing Accu-
racy

GAP matching network 96.69% 95.30%
CBR matching network 91.72% 92.33%

The TCCL matching networks are able to effectively learn to classify the synthetic

samples as well as skeleton activity clips. The GAP matching network outperforms

the CBR matching network on this test.

Conclusion

In this limited application of few-shot learning on the synthetic set and NTU-subset

this technique performs very well, although for this problem the GAP network out-

performs the CBR network. Nonetheless, the results of this experiment suggest that
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matching networks using TCCL could be a viable approach for few-shot activity

recognition.

4.4.2 Few-Shot Learning on NTU-RGB+D 120

Objective

To test the performance of the TCC matching network, the model is compared to

a global pooling matching network using the same encoder. This comparison will

demonstrate how much better, if at all, the TCC network is when compared to the

traditional use of the matching few-shot paradigm.

Methods

We train matching networks using both our CBR similarity 4.1 and the Mean Squared

Error (MSE) similarity (1 −MSE) of the features created using GAP and find the

5-Shot 5-Way accuracy and 1-Shot 5-Way accuracy on the NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset.

The test was conducted on the full NTU-RGB+D 120 skeleton dataset to give the

best picture of the capability of the technique.

• Encoder: deep convolutional encoder

• Training Strategy: matching network (1-shot 5-way)

• Data: NTU-RGB+D 120

• Learning Rate: 10−5

• Validation Interval: 103

• Total Training Steps: 107

• Encoding Size: 128
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Results

Table 4.3: NTU-RGB+D 120 Matching Network Few-Shot Performance

Few-Shot Technique 1-shot 5-way
Training Accu-
racy

1-shot 5-way Test-
ing Accuracy

5-shot 5-way Test-
ing Accuracy

CBR Matching Network 55.21% ± 0.61% 55.84% ± 0.63% 73.83% ± 0.79%
GAP Matching Network 69.98% ± 0.63% 69.27% ± 0.64% 85.80% ± 0.61%

The TCC matching network performs well, achieving 1-shot 5-way classification

accuracy of 55.84% on a validation set. However, the matching network using GAP to

process the temporal dimension significantly outperforms the CBR matching network,

achieving a 1-shot 5-way accuracy of 69.27%. We include the 95th confidence interval

in the tables for all matching network experiments on the full NTU-RGB+D 120

dataset.

Conclusion

TCC seems to scale reasonably well to the large number of classes present in the

NTU-RGB+D dataset. The GAP matching network significantly outperforms the

matching network suggesting that the frame features learned by the CBR network are

not necessarily richer or more useful than simply ignoring all but the local temporal

information.

4.4.3 Few-shot Generalization

Objective

To test whether the TCC matching network could generalize to new classes, we ob-

serve the loss on classes of activities the network has never seen. This test should
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demonstrate how much of the restrictions imposed by the CBR loss effectively gen-

eralize.

Methods

We split the classes, rather than the data, into training and testing sets. Using this

data split, we train the matching network using CBR on only the training split to test

accuracy on the unseen classes. These results are compared to the GAP matching

network. The randomly selected classes used for testing were: drinking water (1),

brush teeth (3), throw (7), clapping (10), hand waving (23), phone call (28), check

time (from watch) (33), sneeze/cough (41), headache (44), kicking (51), pat on back

(53), giving object (56), shaking hands (57), put on headphone (61), juggle table

tennis ball (66), thumb down (70), counting money (74), playing magic cube (84),

put on bag (87), arm circles (97), arm swings (98), run on the spot (99), hit with

object (106).

• Encoder: deep convolutional encoder

• Training Strategy: matching network (1-shot 5-way)

• Data: NTU-RGB+D 120 (class separated)

• Learning Rate: 10−5

• Validation Interval: 103

• Total Training Steps: 106 (*20000 so far after .5 days training - still improving)

• Encoding Size: 128

Results

The 1-shot 5-way performance on novel classes significantly outperforms random

guessing (which would choose the correct class 20% of the time). When using the
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Table 4.4: NTU-RGB+D 120 Matching Network Meta-Learning Performance

Few-Shot Technique 1-shot 5-way
Training Accu-
racy

1-shot 5-way Test-
ing Accuracy

5-shot 5-way Test-
ing Accuracy

CBR Matching Network 52.56% ± 0.60% 37.43% ± 0.45% 55.86% ± 0.72%
GAP Matching Network 59.73% ± 0.62% 47.19% ± 0.56% 69.92% ± 0.72%

5-shot 5-way testing paradigm, the network performs even better on the novel classes.

While the GAP network once again performs better than the matching network, they

are both able to effectively generalize to novel classes.

Conclusion

The network does not generalize perfectly to new classes, however there is a significant

amount of carry-over.

4.5 Performance Analysis

4.5.1 NTU-RGB+D Class Accuracies

In order to explore whether certain classes were more difficult to classify than others,

the few-shot classification accuracy of each of the classes (using the model trained in

Section 4.4.2) were tracked over the course of a large 5-shot 5-way testing run. The

per-class accuracies from the few-shot learning on NTU-RGB+D 120 are outlined in

Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: NTU-RGB+D 120 Per-Class True Positive Rate.

Class # Class True Positive Rate

0 total 86.05% ± 0.27%

1 drink water 84.71% ± 2.88%

2 eat meal/snack 78.93% ± 3.35%
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3 brushing teeth 87.12% ± 3.0%

4 brushing hair 91.5% ± 2.35%

5 drop 77.25% ± 3.54%

6 pickup 98.55% ± 1.0%

7 throw 94.01% ± 1.81%

8 sitting down 92.81% ± 2.3%

9 standing up 92.55% ± 2.3%

10 clapping 78.8% ± 3.44%

11 reading 90.13% ± 2.47%

12 writing 90.09% ± 2.58%

13 tear up paper 86.32% ± 2.85%

14 wear jacket 98.68% ± 0.96%

15 take off jacket 97.5% ± 1.39%

16 wear a shoe 96.5% ± 1.48%

17 take off a shoe 87.79% ± 2.9%

18 wear on glasses 90.12% ± 2.53%

19 take off glasses 94.49% ± 1.81%

20 put on a hat/cap 88.53% ± 2.59%

21 take off a hat/cap 92.78% ± 2.08%

22 cheer up 97.11% ± 1.35%

23 hand waving 86.95% ± 2.9%

24 kicking something 90.31% ± 2.58%

25 reach into pocket 80.72% ± 3.24%

26 hopping 97.61% ± 1.4%

27 jump up 93.18% ± 2.28%

28 make a phone call/answer phone 82.29% ± 3.28%

29 playing with phone/tablet 91.77% ± 2.12%

30 typing on a keyboard 90.12% ± 2.51%

31 pointing to something with finger 87.27% ± 2.88%

32 taking a selfie 86.7% ± 3.02%

33 check time 79.46% ± 3.35%

34 rub two hands together 77.56% ± 3.6%

35 nod head/bow 92.31% ± 2.27%
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36 shake head 86.99% ± 2.8%

37 wipe face 83.67% ± 3.07%

38 salute 88.37% ± 2.79%

39 put the palms together 90.52% ± 2.44%

40 cross hands in front 95.3% ± 1.75%

41 sneeze/cough 84.4% ± 3.01%

42 staggering 89.92% ± 2.47%

43 falling 95.49% ± 1.96%

44 touch head 91.29% ± 2.34%

45 touch chest 79.3% ± 3.36%

46 touch back 77.3% ± 3.5%

47 touch neck 78.41% ± 3.61%

48 nausea or vomiting condition 90.01% ± 2.56%

49 use a fan/feeling warm 73.55% ± 3.76%

50 punching/slapping other person 70.26% ± 3.82%

51 kicking other person 81.87% ± 3.22%

52 pushing other person 84.11% ± 3.0%

53 pat on back of other person 72.67% ± 3.72%

54 point finger at the other person 79.25% ± 3.38%

55 hugging other person 83.26% ± 3.12%

56 giving something to other person 89.33% ± 2.62%

57 touch other person pocket 78.82% ± 3.5%

58 handshaking 84.47% ± 3.38%

59 walking towards each other 97.38% ± 1.24%

60 walking apart from each other 95.26% ± 1.81%

61 put on headphone 85.58% ± 3.01%

62 take off headphone 89.31% ± 2.8%

63 shoot at the basket 87.7% ± 2.87%

64 bounce ball 89.72% ± 2.65%

65 tennis bat swing 79.81% ± 3.33%

66 juggling table tennis balls 89.5% ± 2.47%

67 hush 91.06% ± 2.29%

68 flick hair 82.31% ± 3.1%
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69 thumb up 87.43% ± 2.73%

70 thumb down 89.63% ± 2.32%

71 make ok sign 93.31% ± 2.02%

72 make victory sign 89.7% ± 2.57%

73 staple book 78.15% ± 3.55%

74 counting money 79.73% ± 3.34%

75 cutting nails 83.3% ± 3.14%

76 cutting paper 86.06% ± 2.83%

77 snapping fingers 73.41% ± 3.55%

78 open bottle 83.48% ± 2.95%

79 sniff 86.34% ± 2.75%

80 squat down 94.61% ± 2.05%

81 toss a coin 85.46% ± 2.92%

82 fold paper 89.0% ± 2.43%

83 ball up paper 82.91% ± 3.36%

84 play magic cube 77.29% ± 3.63%

85 apply cream on face 87.05% ± 2.77%

86 apply cream on hand back 81.63% ± 3.14%

87 put on bag 82.32% ± 3.17%

88 take off bag 83.6% ± 2.88%

89 put something into a bag 83.74% ± 3.15%

90 take something out of a bag 88.06% ± 2.73%

91 open a box 77.93% ± 3.33%

92 move heavy objects 86.23% ± 3.1%

93 shake fist 80.68% ± 3.36%

94 throw up cap/hat 79.98% ± 3.26%

95 hands up 93.83% ± 2.04%

96 cross arms 86.32% ± 2.82%

97 arm circles 96.39% ± 1.74%

98 arm swings 93.31% ± 2.2%

99 running on the spot 93.71% ± 2.14%

100 butt kicks 92.05% ± 2.4%

101 cross toe touch 88.6% ± 2.91%
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102 side kick 90.71% ± 2.47%

103 yawn 84.81% ± 3.02%

104 stretch oneself 88.85% ± 2.78%

105 blow nose 79.04% ± 3.4%

106 hit other person with something 70.47% ± 3.74%

107 wield knife towards other person 74.9% ± 3.71%

108 knock over other person 79.2% ± 3.26%

109 grab other person’s stuff 75.73% ± 3.57%

110 shoot at other person with a gun 72.73% ± 3.57%

111 step on foot 92.67% ± 2.32%

112 high-five 84.85% ± 3.02%

113 cheers and drink 86.58% ± 2.87%

114 carry something with other person 94.06% ± 2.0%

115 take a photo of other person 70.02% ± 4.1%

116 follow other person 88.09% ± 2.96%

117 whisper in other person’s ear 64.34% ± 4.09%

118 exchange things with other person 88.35% ± 2.73%

119 support somebody with hand 90.84% ± 2.44%

120 finger-guessing game 82.95% ± 3.09%

In this case, a high per-class true positive rate means that the class was correctly

selected when a sample was presented. This is not analogous to saying that the class

was selected appropriately, the support clips may have attracted clips that they were

not supposed to as well. Some classes have much higher accuracies than others, but

there does not seem to be any clear trend towards which actions are easier to classify.

4.6 Conclusion

The application of TCCL in the few-shot paradigm is much more promising than

comparing all classes simultaneously. The small scale tests demonstrate that the
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model can be effectively applied in a few-class environment, achieving a 1-shot 3-way

testing accuracy of 92.33% (Table 4.2). When tested with a larger number of classes,

the full NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset, the TCCL matching network achieved a 1-shot

5-way testing accuracy of 55.84%, and a 5-shot 5-way testing accuracy of 73.83%

(Table 4.3). The GAP pooling network outperforms the CBR matching network on

in experiments. The under-performance of the CBR matching network suggests that

it is not able to generate embeddings which leverage the location of features in clip.

The CBR matching network somewhat generalizes to new classes, achieving a 1-

shot 5-way testing accuracy of 37.43% and 5-shot 5-way testing accuracy of 55.86%

(Table 4.4) on classes which it has never seen. Again, this was worse than the 47.19%

1-shot 5-way testing accuracy and 69.92% 5-shot 5-way testing accuracy (Table 4.4)

on unseen classes achieved by the GAP matching network. The alignment losses do

not seem to construct more general frame embeddings when compared to the GAP

network. The disparity between the accuracies of the novel class experiment and the

unseen clip experiment were quite large for both the GAP matching network as well

as the CBR network, suggesting that neither loss prevents the matching networks

from learning features specific to the classes on which they were trained.

Both networks saw major performance improvement on both the seen and unseen

class problems when moving to a 5-shot 5-way testing paradigm. The improvement

was particularly large on the unseen class problem, where the testing accuracy of the

GAP matching network jumped from 47.19% to 69.92% (Table 4.4).
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

Skeleton-based activity recognition has recently become very popular. The intro-

duction of new high quality datasets such as NTU-RGB+D 120 has helped to drive

massive progress in recent years. Open problems in the field of SB-HAR, namely that

techniques do not generalize to different clip lengths and time scales, or oversimplify

temporal relationships, prompted us to explore the use of temporal alignment tech-

niques on the domain. TCCL, a temporal alignment technique developed by Dwibedi

et al. [10], performed well on a number of different video comprehension tasks, so we

decided to explore its application on the problem of clip classification.

Chapter 2 of the thesis provided a background on all of the relevant concepts

required to understand the execution of this research as well as an extensive survey

of related work published recently. In the background, we first outlined concepts

fundamental to the understanding of SB-HAR research, touching on the data used, the

neural network models used to capture the important relationships, and the strategies

used to handle the temporal dynamics of the clips. We also outline the different

paradigms which can be used to adapt the models to classes with fewer training

samples available.
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Our literature review covered 3 key areas of work related to this thesis. The work

on SB-HAR classification models is key to understanding which neural network models

are the most effective for extracting discriminating features from the data. The other

2 areas of work we explored were the different metric-based few-shot and zero-shot

paradigms which could leverage those network models for generalizing training to

novel samples or even novel classes.

Comparative Attraction Training

Our experiments fell broadly into two categories: comparative attraction training,

and matching networks. Both sets of experiments ultimately leveraged the CBR loss

to classify novel clips based on their similarity to examples, however they differ in

the training strategy employed. The CAT techniques simply learned to judge the

similarity of two clips, which could ultimately be used by a k-NN classifier to assess

which class a novel sample belonged to. The matching networks instead learned how

to best encode clips for the express purpose of using examples to identify a novel clip.

The CAT protocol allowed for many different training strategies. We first em-

ployed 3 supervised learning strategies: a supervised baseline which simply used

TCCL to align clips of the same class, PARN training which additionally used mis-

alignment of different class clips to further divide same class pairs from different

class pairs, and a multiple concatenated clip setup which aimed to imitate the phase

classification on which TCCL was originally applied [10]. These techniques achieve

k-NN accuracies of 42.2%, 68.4%, and 55.7% respectively on an exploratory run on

our NTU-subset dataset (a small subset of the NTU-RGB+D dataset used for com-

paring the models). We tested whether an encoder trained using PANR could scale
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to the large number of classes found in the NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset, but we were

ultimately disappointed by the 2.1% k-NN accuracy achieved.

The open structure of CAT also allowed us to explore the use of unsupervised

techniques for training the encoders. The unsupervised baseline performed quite well

when compared to the supervised counterpart, achieving 67.6% k-NN accuracy on

the NTU-subset dataset. We also tested a number of strategies for preventing the

unsupervised baseline from learning to align all classes too well, however that issue

didn’t manifest so the TC and CTC loss additions ultimately were not helpful.

Few-Shot Learning

In Chapter 4, we explored few-shot learning matching networks using alignment losses

to determine how well the trained matching networks would be able to classify novel

clips using previously unseen clips as examples. Our CBR matching network achieved

55.84% 1-shot 5-way testing accuracy which did not compare favourably to our base-

line GAP matching network which achieved 69.27% accuracy on the same problem.

Since the CBR matching network was not competitive with the GAP model, which

has no mechanism to compare features across a clip, we were not able to show that

the CBR loss is able to meaningfully process distant temporal feature relationships

when applied to SB-HAR.

Finally we tested how well the trained matching network encoders would generalize

to novel classes. Again the CBR matching network fell behind the GAP matching

network which achieved a respectable 69.92% 5-way accuracy on novel classes using

only 5 examples from each novel class. This accuracy was lower that the 85.80%

achieved by the GAP matching network when classifying novel clips from known
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classes, but nevertheless the results demonstrate the efficacy of the matching network

protocol at learning transferable class features when applied to SB-HAR.

5.1 Future Work

Network Structures

The scope of this project was limited such that we did not have the opportunity to

explore state-of-the-art SB-HAR network structures. The best performing SB-HAR

models which are based on graph network structures could be applied to improve the

performance of our comparative classification and few shot models. On skeleton activ-

ity classification problems, moving from a spatio-temporal convolutional architecture

[3] to one of many more advanced graph convolutional architectures [4, 7, 5, 9, 6, 8]

yielded up to an absolute increase of 16% cross subject classification accuracy on

NTU-RGB+D 60. Using these neural networks as encoders, our TCCL models and

other few-shot networks, can likely been improved dramatically.

While the CBR loss does compare all of the frames in a clip to another, it is

not clear how important the temporal processing of the underlying encoder is for

creating effective embeddings. Network architectures which are capable of temporal

processing could be explored to improve the accuracy of our applications of TCCL.

Attention models such as scaled dot-product attention [20] can be elegantly applied

to skeleton activity data since each frame is small enough to be treated as a block

and the clips do not have so many frames that the attention matrix would become

too large. Another useful temporal processing strategy is the LSTM [18]. LSTM is

fairly effective at learning long distance relationships in the data, and has been shown

to work well with the few-shot paradigm by Careaga et al. [15], outperforming global
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pooling and 3D convolutions for few-shot learning on activity data.

Parallelization

One major factor limiting our research on TCCL was the excessive duration required

to complete the training runs. Ideally, the lack of parellelization in our implemen-

tation would be bypassed by padding/clipping the clips to the same length and dy-

namically masking padded frames such that they do not influence the final CBR

loss computations. Otherwise, the effect of padding frames would need to be stud-

ied more closely in the context of the alignment losses. For example, it is not clear

that padding would not interfere with the function of the CBR loss. Either strategy

could allow for significant training speedup allowing more extensive experimentation

including exploring the application of more of the techniques we proposed on the full

NTU-RGB+D dataset.

Other Temporal Alignment Techniques

We only tested the CBR loss extensively on one SB-HAR dataset. The only other

implementation of temporal alignment losses we discrovered was a few-shot alignment

classifier based on dynamic time warping [11]. Unfortunately, the DTW-based model

was only tested on RGB videos from the Kinetics dataset. To compare whether one

of these losses is better for general activity recognition either the CBR loss would

need to be applied to the visual domain using the Kinetics dataset or the DTW-

based matching network would need to be applied to skeleton data. Another benefit

of comparing the alignment techniques on both the skeleton and RGB data would be

the ability to compare their relative performance on the different data sources when
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compared to other losses.

Another temporal loss we outlined in the review, the DILATE loss [22], explores

the trade-off between alignment and spatial features. Exploring the temporal-spatial

relationship in more detail using the DILATE loss, or something similar, would allow

for a deeper understanding of the important factors for skeleton activity classification.

Additionally, it could potentially push the state of the art for alignment-based few-

shot activity recognition.

Applications

Overall, existing and future activity recognition techniques can be applied to a large

variety of real world problems including human-computer interfaces, passive surveil-

lance, medical monitoring for surgery and patient recovery, as well as content infor-

mation generation [1]. As such, improving classification performance of these activity

recognition technologies can extend observational capacity and impact how people

interact with technology.
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Acronyms

2s-AGCN - Two-Stream Adaptive Graph Convolutional Network

AGN-LSTM - Attention Enhanced Graph Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory

CAT - Comparative Attraction Training

CBC - Cycle-Back Classification

CBR - Cycle-Back Regression

CE - Categorical Cross-Entropy

CNN - Convolutional Neural Network

CPU - Central Processing Unit

CTC - Comparative Time-Contrastive

DGNN - Directed Graph Neural Network

DILATE - Distortion Loss including Shape and Time

DTW - Dynamic Time Warping

GAP - Global Average Pooling

GCN - Graph Convolutional Networks

GMP - Global Max Pooling

GPU - Graphics Processing Unit

HAR - Human Activity Recognition

k-NN - K-Nearest Neighbor
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LSTM - Long Short-Term Memory

MS-G3D - Multi-Scale G3D

MSE - Mean Squared Error

NaN - Not a Number

NLL - Negative Log Likelihood

PANR - Positive Attraction, Negative Repulsion

ReLU - Rectified Linear Unit

RNN - Recurrent Neural Network

SB-HAR - Skeleton-Based Human Activity Recognition

SGD - Stochastic Gradient Decent

ST-CNN - Spatio-Temporal Convolutional Neural Network

ST-GCN - Spatio-Temporal Graph ConvolutionalNetwork

TAM - TemporalAlignment Module

TC - Time-Contrastive

TCC - Temporal Cycle-Consistancy

TCCL - Temporal Cycle-Consistency Learning

TCN - Time-Contrastive Network

ZSL - Zero-ShotLearning
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